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Saanich Peninsula property owners 
will be faced with an increase of as much 
as $100 each on this year’s school costs 
as a result of the provincial govern­
ment’s decision to raise the basic mill 
rate an estimated 2.5 mills, from 41 to 
43.5 mills.
That is the word from Saanich school 
board secretary-treasurer Ross Ingram.
Overall, the increased basic mill rate 
will probably mean a significant increase 
in taxes for local residents since a mill 
raises about $169,000 in this school 
district — and 2.5 mills represents nearly 
$425,000.
The mill rate is charged to all property 
owners around the province as their 
share of basic education costs for the 
local school district.
The remainder of the basic budget not 
met by the basic mill rate is footed by 
the provincial government.
The mill rate increase’s effect on the 
Saanich school district will be great, 
chairman Lois Walsh said Tuesday.
She said the district’s own provisional 
budget submitted to the provincial 
government Nov. 15 had allowed for a 
4.8 mill increase. With the additional 2.5 
mill jump, local taxpayers could be 
faced with a 7.23 mill rate hike this 
year.
“We will obviously have to slash our
budget considerably,’’ remarked Wal.sh.
She pointed out that the local board 
has only about 20 per cent of the budget 
with which to work since 80 per cent of 
the budget consi.sts of teachers’ salaries.
, “And we just settled a 9.5 per cent 
salary increase for this year,’’ she said.
Walsh also said the provincial 
government’s share of school costs has 
dropped with their change in the mill 
rate while local taxpayers’ costs have 
increased.
On a province-wide scale, 13.C. 
School Trustees’ Association president 
Rubymay Parrott — also a member of 
the Saanich school board — said tax­
payers will be picking up the entire cost 
of inflation while the government’s 
contribution to education costs will 
remain the same as last year.
“The government is doing absolutely 
nothing to help the local taxpayer fight 
inflation,” she said.
The provincial government has in­
creased the basic levy every year since it 
came into office, said Mrs. Parrott.
In the last five years, B.C, taxpayers’ 
share of school costs has risen from $275 
million province-wide to $638 million.
In addition, the new mill rate drops 
the provincial government’s share of 
public school expenses to an all-time low 
of 35 per cent.
Reporter Ron Norman wUh food hamper from Safeway store manager Dan Abercrombie, firstitem to be doriated to Christmas
^ fund drive forneedy on peninsula.
Life’s hard enough aU year round for 
the unemployed, aged, sick, han- 
dicapjDed, people on; welfare ;^Xut. at, 
Ghfistmas? It’s: the saddest : time of 
all,it’s really,tough, says Dorothy Parry, 
director of the Victoria Xchristmas 
Bureau, an agency which co-ordinates 
help for needy people. ^
She’s worried about a number of 
people on the peninsula whp will have 
litUe —^ or,nothing to;^gladden the 
season for them. That’s why The Review 
is ^ working hand-ih-lmrid^ w the 
bureau this year to help provide some 
Christmas cheer for those on Parry’s 
long list of families needing help. Parry
says there’s a special emphasis on help 
for Indians on the three local reserves;
; ■XThS^eyiqjyjs a^kjQg f^^ donations; 
of money to biiy Christmas goodies for, 
hampers and toys for children. Parry 
h^ volunteers lined up already^ to 
deliver to homes. And the . bureau’s 
director will be here at The Review
dierself ready to, take charge.:
Our main function is as a receiving. 
— and Parry says money 
PX a top priority but quality 
'igopds'arid: clean,: used: clothing;in good 
' condition is also welcome. Please — 
drop whatever you have to contribute 
off at The Review’s office on 3rd Street.
By TONYSALOWAY
Parents wanted to know Monday 
night why Saanich school trustees failed 
to fore.sce overcrowding at Greengladc 
eleirtentary school, resulting from a new 
subdivi.sion in the area.
But at a meeting between parenls;and 
trustees at the school, trustee Rubymay
Parrott charged that Sidney council in 
turn failed to alert trustees to what was 
happening, despite enquiries from the 
board.
Parrott also blamed restrictive 
policies of former education minister 
Pat McGecr for limiting the board’s 
options in the situation.
winter tourists
Sidney Motel mnnager Denis Paquette 
thinks he's onin a winner,
He’s mailing a brochure oitt to every 
scuba diver store in Canada tind the 
IJ,S. Mis iiitn to capture winter 
tourism here in Sidney. And the people 
he's after are some five niillion 
registered diver,s.
“We’ve got the second bc.st diving in 
the world,” Pariuetie said Monday, 
quoting frontXin article in National 
Geograpltic, Tlie best, lie said, is the 
Red Sea,
Paqitctie got excited when he first 
lieaul about .lim Price, Beach Garden 
Resort owner in Powell River, who, 
wlicn lie first advertised a diving- 
accommodation package, reckoned on 
response from 300 and was swamped 
with 3,000,
Sidney has more to offer limn Powell 
River I'rorn any point of view and the 
diving's the best, Paquette reasons, Me 
confidently predicts diving now is where
Cnniliiiied on Page IB
Parrott told parents they “didn’t have 
much of a friend in Dr. McGeer” but 
she hoped for better things from the new 
minister, Brian Smith.
“He’s .shocked at some of the things 
that are going on,” Parrott said.
After a meeting lasting an hour and a 
half, attended by some 60 parents, 
Parrott propo.scd that once class sizes 
reached a certain figure enrolment for 
the current year would be cut off — 
which would mean parents moving into 
the subdivision afterwards would have 
to send their children to neighbouring 
schools.
Parrott said this solution seemed to 
reflect the mood of the meeting and it 
seemed “more rea.sonable’’ that in­
coming parents should be prepared jo 
accept changes, than parents wlio hud 
moved there counting on the school 
close by.
At the some lime Parrott said the 
board would approach realtors 
responsible for listing out,standing units 
with the suggestion that they make the 
situation clear to prospective pur­
chasers. The board would also take out 
advertisements in the newspaper.
Parrott said the .situation was 
basically a temporary one, as further 
portable classrooms would be available 
for the 19H0/KI school year, one of 
which could be located at Greengladc.
She said her proposal would be put up 
to the full board at its next regular
meeting Monday.
Edward James, a Sidney aldermanic 
candidate in the recent elections, asked 
Parrott earlier why the board had not 
known about the subdivision “since 150 
houses have been building all summer”.
Parrott said initial inquiries at town 
hall brought the response that nothing 
was happening.
“We only found out, about all the 
permits being let in August,”
She said it was a fact of life that 
developments were allowed to go ahead 
with no proper provision for such things 
as parks and schools.
“I hope we can get it through the 
thick heads of councillors they should 
not build without consultation,” said 
Jamc.s.
Parents asked repeatedly why 
provision could not be made to lease a 
portable classroom until the end of the 
school year, but trustees countered that 
ministry approval would not be granted 
since there were some places available at 
other local schools,
Parrott told parents no approval Was 
needed if one of the disirieihi own 
portables was available — as will 
happen at the end of the school year.
But leasing a portable from h neigh­
bouring district, such ns Victoria, which 
has some available, was out of the 
question, Parrott said.
Continued on Pttfte IB
Sidney is not going to get its promised 
courthouse — at least not as long aT; 
Richard Vogel is deputy attorney- 
general, says Jim Robertson.
ThevSidney lawyer, speaking H a. 
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce meetirijg Noy. 30, said he met 
Vogel at a dinner in early October and 
asked him when he anticipated the court 
would be open in Sidney. ,
Vogel said “soon” and I asked him 
“when is soon'?” Robertson said. The 
lawyer said Vogel told him there had 
been problems “setting it rip” and that 
“you can’t get staff.”
Do you mean that with 9'/z percent 
unemployed in British Columbia you 
can’t get staff? Robertson said.
Then, Robertson said, Vogel told him 
“it (the courtroom) was a political 
decision” and was “far too costly” to 
set up in Sidney.
Robertson said he told Vogel it was 
also costly to run prisoners and 
policeman in and out of Victoria all the 
time. “Vogel said my statement was 
irresponsible and that I didn’t know the 
facts.”
Robertson told The Review Monday, 
“The attorney-general’s department had 
been foot-dragging. Until Vogel retires 
we’re simply not going to get a cour­
troom.”
Robettson said he expected to receive 
“a lot of flack” for repeating the 
conversation at the dinner meeting “but 
my priority is with the town.
"When he (Vogel) says it’s apolitical 
decision, that defines precisely what’s 
going on in the nttofney-gcneral’s 
dcpai imeni -“ namely, nothing.”
After .studying reports and following
discussion with Sidney 'ebuncii and the v
RCMP the provincial government 
earlier this year announced the Sidney 
courirpom would be. opened, up. again 
• and a Hte was.set for September. •
Later, the B.C. Development Cor- 
, poration, charged with construction of 
the judge’s chamber; gave the middle of 
October as a likely date for completion.
Mayor Norma Sealey said Monday 
she’d heard April, 1980, was the hew ; 
target date. She was cbncefned about 
the delay and had spoken to Saanich and , 
the Islands MLA Hugh Curtis, who had 
promised “to look into it,” she said.
INSIDE-
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•Pat Murphy column,
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•Sea rescue unit seeks 
peninsula volunteers, 
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• Trident Aircraft fights for 
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By RON NORMAN
'fhe Oct. 4 air cra.sh near Powell River 
that kill(?d ilirec people, including pilot 
Donald Moe of Sidney, will be repealed 
time and again unless air safety stan­
dard;. arc upgiaded consideialily, savs 
Jim Gillespie.
Gillespie, 62,58 Central Saanicli Road, 
has been a licenced pilot for the last 29 
years ni\d see', air safety Iwvt: ,so
important he has taken liis en.se to the 
ministry of transport.
Me has submitted a brief to the federal 
aviatiuii .s.i(cty cuuitcil to i)c ncarU at 
llic public meeting in Vancouver a date 
for which has not yet been .set, Gillespie 
.said Thursday.
In one of his major proposals 
Gillespie calls on the government to 
establish an air ambulance .service 
complete with stand-by crew for the 
west eortsl.
“Out of all ilie provinces in Canada, 
fairs is the only one that docs not .seem 
to have a flying ambulance, Far too 
matty people liave died from neglect; in 
iiiii gMiing ilistn out in lijue,’’ be .said.
“We’ve, got n $2nillllon water 
bomber (leei stationed lit Abbotsford 
that Stands by in case of a forest fire — 
tin; luigesi ul us kind m titc world.
•‘But with human beings we won't 
even lake the same precautions. You 
want to know wliy? Because it takes 3fK)
ycar.s for a tree to be useful ond only 18 
for ti human. We can afford to lose 
people but not trees.”
A fuller for much of his life, Gillespie 
plans to fill the air ambulance gap if the 
government decides to ignore the 
request.
Me Indicated he will sell his pre.scnl 
plane for on updated version and base 
himself out of a logging camp or small 
town on the const as a first aid at- 
tendent,.
!'The plane will be rigged up as a 
"medivne,” he explained.
In his brief Gillespie also criticizes the 
ministry of transport’s radio 
regulations; eornmcnilng that the or­
dinary rntlio in an nirci'aft it) only good 
for 45 to SO miles. “Thai’s the VHF-AM 
type," he said,
Me said all commercial planes should 
he equipped with a VMF-FM radio 
system culled the Wolfesberg. “It has 
y,6W channels, costs about $5,0(X), and 
is within anyone's means llying com­
mercially," said Gillespie,
'' Riglit now logging camps have base 
radios,” he .said, “but aircraft can't 
contact them, Yet logging cnrnps arc his
(thf* fomnu'relul flyf'r'';) “vhnte 
■scheduled route.”
fhe Wolfesberg also comes with 12 
ConilmiedonPagitiB
lli iiiiiHHimRHnwHBl lwlilweU8oliiniiMHi
local pilot Jim Gillespie,
tmtii
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Garden club alive, back on track
The beautiful garden shows that have been a part of 
the local scene for many years wil} continue — now 
that Sidney - North Saanich Garden Club is alive and 
well again.
The ailing club fell into the doldrums during the 
past year and finally closed in September. It opened 
again with a flourish Nov. 19 when some 50 people got 
together, elected a slate of officers and started 
planning 1980’s program of events.
Club spokesman Bill Boyd said Friday there could 
be as many as 100 people at the next club meeting, set 
for Dec. 17. . .
Boyd, of 9597 Lapwing, a comparative newcomer to
Sidney, said many of the club’s members were from 
Eastern Canada and like him - he’s from Winnipeg - 
are going to learn to garden “the island way.’’
Club president Les Moore learned the hard way. He 
lost $500 worth of gladiolas when he moved here from 
the prairies. “1 stored them the same way as I did in 
Alberta and they all rotted,’’he said
Moore’s hoping some of the older members will 
“lend us their knowledge’’.
Membership could double, as Boyd predicted, 
Moore said, because so many people are moving into 
the area. They should just come to our Dec. 17
meeting, he said, and they can join at that time.
The program for 1980 includes demonstrations, 
slide shows, guest speakers and a monthly newsletter 
to be sent out to members. Moore said the bulletin will 
contain club activity news and garden notes which 
he’ll be writing.
AIsq lined up for next year - spring and fall flower 
shows each lasting two days. “In the past, the club 
always held one-day shows but it’s a lot of work just 
for a few hours so we decided to run therh for two 
days’’, Moore said.
Extending shows increases costs but members are 
selling Wertising for their monthly newsletter in 
which they hope will pay expenses.
Worried
about
Santa’s Helper - Ready and Willing, 
Christmas Typing or Monthly Billing, c
Sunshine
Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave
Bab’s Family 
Restaurant





ibpan Mon. Thro Sot. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m, 
Plione Ahtzii for Faster Takeout 
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT






FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
812 Verdier Ave. 
BRENTtTOOD BAY
652-3622
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 








"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 











Best Selection Ever of . . .









OPEN PROM 5 P.AA. DAILY 
, [CIOSEDTUES.]
(Formerly Truman's Steak House)
2558Sevan Ave., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave. 
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bat 










OR THAT HOIIDAY PARTY 
Sizes 5-20; 3844; 12%-24y2 
STYLES FOR BOTH^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^




STEAK, PizzA a SPAGHEni HOUSE I
Ereniiig Kning in Fine,
?Mediteraniaii Tradition^
; RESERVAn0BS - 656-5596
3iS,TA!t|.0UTS;cL«56;M?LL4:
;Vkon.-Sot,:l Vo.ni.>2 o.rh. .




;; BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C;
The Finest in 
Pining
Open 7 a.m.T-Midnight - 
...... ;656-llT&f'
: Specializing In chinese.
L-B Canadian ,Food[}
;6pEN; MciN.-THURS,4" • MIDNIGHT 
; •; ' FRI.-Sat. -4” n” a.m. W;
Sunday,;::, ' 4“ 1 ;p.ni
; pi, Deliyery' vyith iriinimum order :
2493 Beacon <Ave: 656-3944
Stitt
S 4680 ELK LAKE DR.;
: Victoria; 8.C.: , ?
|;STRATHM0RE DINNING ROOM
. ■ Continenlal cuisine’in ;:' p 
:’a traditional English atmosphere
7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 :
. featuring
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
' Behind the Post’Ollice: : ,
THE THATCH DISCO -y
Two liveliest, darree, Ijoors’in,-yicloiia.
Open • Mon. to Sat. '
— SPECIALIZING iN — 5
FISH a CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Dolly 7:30 AAA ■ 7:30 PAA 
Closed Sunday





' BREAKFAST— LUNCH 
ChIn««o Food 
At Roatonoblo Prlcoi .
• Pick Up-Toko Out
2470 Door,on Avo.
on TAKE OUT
By RON NORMAN 
. The possible threat of well water 
contamination in the Ardmore area 
seems to have drawn little response from 
either residents or North Saanich 
municipality;
The local health office has received 
only one written complaint about water 
quality in Ardmore and as yet has 
received no instructions from the 
municipality to investigate other wells, 
according to health inspector Dave 
Anderson.
Anderson said the sole written 
complaint concerned a bad odour from 
the Ardmore resident’s well. A study of 
the well water has been undertaken and 
results will be forthcoming, Anderson 
said.
Lack-of public response is something 
of a surprise, considering the letter to 
North Saanich council in early 
November from Dr. Herbert D. 
MacWilliam of Ardmore, in which he 
wrote that he spoke with an alderman 
who indicated “four wells in the area’’ 
have been contaminated by typhoid, 
coliform bacilli or lesser diseases.
MacWilliam wrote council he lives 
“in fear of a major outbreak of typhoid 
fever, or expansion of coliform bacilli 
i and such water borne diseases.’’
Council instructed the utility com- 
I mittee to investigate the charge of water 
contamination in Ardmore and seek the 
I aid of the local health officer.
I However, Anderson told The Review 
I that as far as he is aware there are no 
i contaminated wells in Ardmore.
He added he has not received any 
instructions from the municipality 
concerning the contamination charges,.
A spokesman at the Capital Regional 
District Health office said, “Fall is a 
pretty bad time of year anyway. Wells 
are at their lowest.”
However, former Mayor George 
Westwood dismissed the contamination 
charge as “election rhetoric”.
Westwood said there have been 
“broad complaints like ‘My water tastes 
salty’ — even though it’s tasted salty for 
10 years or more.”
There is no proof of contamination at 
this time, said Westwood, but he 
cautioned that if residents are concerned 
about their well water to contact 
Anderson at the health office.
“He will take the necessary steps,” 
said Westwood.
Meanwhile, Mrs. MacWilliam said 
their well had to be flushed out last year 
and though they have drilled a new vvell 
this year, are “very worried about using 
the water.”
She said they currently bring in water 
from the city for drinking. And the 
reaction of her neighbours? Those who 
are against piping in water to Ardmore 
are concerned the minimum lot size will 
shrink to only one-half acre, Mrs. 
MacWilliam said.
“We’ve been out here for 10 years,” 
she said, “and we have almost three 
acres. We don’t want it cut up at all, but 





















SIRS - FISH &
- ICE CREAM 
Eat • Phone in ■ Take out







•CHICKEN •FISH S CHIPS 
Baocon Plaza AAoll.SIdnoyl
656-5442
Miimtiiv - nurulay N Noon to II Mill, 
I'rhlay 13 Nnimio 3 a.m, 
.Kaiuriliiy 4p.m, la 3 a.m.





Opw Dolly 0i30o,m. to 4;00p,m,
656-2398
»iU-4lhSl.,ldn*y 











A motion by Karl Drost 
that the Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce approach Sidney 
council and request it 
appoint a harbor com­
missioner was defeated at a ‘ 
Nov. 30 chamber meeting.
The motion should come 
as a recommendation from 
thie chamber's harbor; 
direetbr, the chamber was v 
:;lold.V,-
Drost said the duties of a 
harbor commissioner would 
be to co-ordinate the efforts 
of the town to secure 
harbor facilities including 
the proposed breakwater at 
the foot of Beacon Avenue.
Chamber president Denis 
Paquette told members 
directors will be looking 
into the possibility of 
carrying out a study on 
tourism.
However, Paquette said 
MondaJ' he didn’t know 
where the money was 
coming from to fund the 
study. The chamber did not 
have the financial 
resources, he said.
In other chamber 
business: Suzanne Rangel 
told members “response 
was super” to the petition
she’d been circulating on 
the breakwater. “I thought 
it would be ill-received from 
senior citizens,” she said, 
explaining how petitions 
she had left at the Silver 
Threads on Resthaven had 
been filled up and she’d had 
to replace them.
® M e m b e r s V r e c e i V e d 
instruction oh improving 
their iherhofy from expert 
Bill Clennan, Vancouver; ■ 
who also managed to sell 10 
sets of cassettes and 
booklets worth $60 each to 
members. Paquette, who 
met Clennan : recently in 
Vancouver and invited him 
to speak to the chamber, 
says the cassette —- he 
bought one earlier — had 
been of “great help” to 
him.
•The chamber has made 
no decision yet to pick up 
the deficit incurred by 
Sidney Days last summer. 
Paquette said Monday the 
chamber was waiting to see 
how much the Saanich 
Peninsula and Gulf Islands 
Multicultural Society raised 
at its Oktoberfest. The 
society held the event 
specifically to raise funds 
for the Sidney Days’ debt.
Natural Plantfoods by Reindeer






Kurn extra money In spring.
Wc arc looking for sales persons with 
genuine interest in door to door salc.s 
“ Spare time “ or otherwise, (any 
age).
Knowledge of gardening an asset ~ 
but noi essential,
Training proviiled. I’hoiic 658-5975 
between 9 -12 a.m. and 6-10 p.m.
-KM
n Oml EWii Sni Mv.% I'uv iw wi
WhorD to toko your visitors G friends
PARKLAND SCHOOL 
THEATRE
10640 MCDONALD PARK 
SIDNEY
; ARDMOHK fJOLl' COUHSK, 9.10 Artininre Hr. & West Snanicli Rond, Sidney 
A cozy 9-hoIcr, ideal for families, Beniitlful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-liole 
game. Clubs and car( rentals >™ picnic and barbecue fadlities -- swimmini? beach. IMmnc 
:65«.4621.'". . ' ,
IIRENTWOODINN, 7172 nreniwood Helve. IlrciUwood. 652^241.1,
SALMON FISHING, Boat Renlal, Guided Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the piolixted Saanich Inlet, ilrcnlwood Boat UcnlalR (197111 td. at tin. 




HOTEL SIHNKY, 25.37 BcBCon Ave., HIdn’ey. 656.UI I
Tuesday night, pure Country featuring Rob Hollis with Norm Wimiulsi and Ralph 
tvSefoah in the Lounge 3 -12 p.m, Wediicsday tiigiK, 8 - Li p,m, is l ulem Night in the Put).
THE PRAIRIE INN, cnrjter Mt. Newtnn X Ruadifj|tnd EukI Saanich Rd. 656-1575 
Relax by the lire and listen to live cnicruiinmem, While playing Chess. Cribbage, Checkers, 




SIDNEY TOAVEI.OBGE,llftO Beacon Ave., Sidney. 6S6-i 176 ,
Pluea every Friday and finnirdsy nlgHt 9 . 7 aw, datire to the rtni«k* of liie 
featuring In the Lounge, Ray Marquette, Cmmiry/Folk Music, 8i(K) p.m. to Midnight.





The Best Stocked 






S 2405 BEACON AVE., Sidney
(Upstairs in the Town Square)
. 656-5831
Robin Herlinveaux displays most recent donations for North 
Saanich Volunteer Firemen's Christmas toy drive. Herlinveaux said 
the drive was started late this year and firemen missed out on their 
usual donations from major businesses in town. But there is still 
plenty of time to donate old toys which will be renovated by firemen 
and then offered to needy and low income families in the area. 
Donations can be dropped off at the Municipal hall, the North 
Saanich fire hall Tuesday evening at 7:30 p.m., or by contacting 
Herlinveaux at 656-5301.
rid











JUST RECEIVED: the Latest Colours in 
Ultra Suede including Putty, Rosewood, 
Camel & Pewter Gray.
There has been a lot of. 
diSciissibn in ' . Central; 
Saanich about the spelling 
VpT; the name); ‘‘Jeffree 
Road. ’ ’ ; S*^veral iversions 
have been .advanced over 
tile years and council was ; 
recently asked to settle the 
matter. . ; '
Tlic spelling is “.leffree 
Road’’ according to the 
provincial land registry 
office which advised the 
administration that this was 
the spelling of the name on 
tlie first plan registered.
Therefore, council ad­
vises all residents of the
correct, spelling of the name 
and f all records will be 
amended;;to, carry the,.ac-f 
curate name. This action 
;was; ratified;; on Monday 
night at the inaugural 
meeting of the 1980 council.
' ♦f*. ,*
A meeting will be held on 
Jan. 28 at TtSO p.m. in the 
municipal hall to discuss the 
draft soil removal bylaw 
which will eventually be 
passed by council. Input is 
expected from Island 
Equipment Owners 
Association and the South 
Saanich Farmers Institute.
♦ ♦ ♦ '
appeal in the . name of 
Marisack, 1448 j Hovey 
Road, was 10 acres ^entirely 
in the'ALR and Classified as 
farmland fora 
purposes even though.it was 
not farmed by the owner.
The second appeal for 2.5 
acres was in the name of 




A rcqucsi by Sidney 
council for public input into 
;i li.C, lourism stud was a 
bif of a “disaster’’, Mayor 
Norma Sealey said Friday. 
The mayor chaired a 
.meeting in council 
chanihcis. Nuv. 28 for 
anyone interested iii 
promoting tourism in 
Sidney Inii ‘-‘i.iiily six jicoplc 
turned up” she said,
There were t\o sub­
missions in writing or briefs 
hut Sidney-Nortit Saaniclt 
c 11 it lit b e r of c o m m c r ce 
•president Denis Paquette 
and cimmber director Mark 
Diekiuwtn were present and 
“the tneeting evoived ittio a 
jtcnciitl discussion,” sire 
•isiiid,'
As a resuit of the 
meeting, ‘ Pariitelie said 
Monday live chamber may 
emisider doing a study on 
tnuri.sm in the area but “wc 
ilon'i have the money to 
pay for it,”
Having deteriorated to 
the point where it is listing 
and considered unsafe, the 
wood stave water tank wili 
be removed from Mabers 
Farm. Tiie tank was used 
for storage by the oid
Brentwood Water District.
♦ * *
The manager of the 
provinciai pollution control 
brattch, J.W. Thomas, has 
asked what action council 
proposed to take with 
regard to tlie overflow 
problem in Aubrey Creek 
\vhicli flows tlirougli part of 
Brentwood, and has been 
described as it “stinking 
licalth liazard.” The clerk 
will advise that cotincil is 
awaiting a report from the 
etigineering staff of the 
Capital Regional District 
whicli lias jurisdiction,
» * * ■
Two aiipcals for couticil 
support in actions to have 
land removed from the 
Agricultural Eand Reserve, 
were detiled by aldermen,
Council was told at a 
recent committee meeting 
the laud involved in the
PORK
BUTCHERS
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE AAAYFAIR HOTEL
Still only from $21.00 up
omr-a (Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia)






Mosilv with full kitchens 
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• ENGLISH HAMS & BACON • PORK PIES & STEAK PIES
• BUCK PUDDINGS & HAGGIS • ROAST PORK
• ROAST HAM • SANDWICHES • HOME-MADE SAUSAGES
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WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Unrlt Quantities
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• BEANS WITH PORK
• RED KIDNEY BEANS
• FANCY CUT GREEN
BEANS1 BLUE BONNET
1 Margarine




• FANCY FRENCH cur
GREEN BEANS
• FANCY PEA$• SPAGHETTI IN SAUCE
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WEATHER SUMMARY
Max. Temp. (Nov. 30) 












Record Max. (Doc. 2/58) 14.1 °C
Mean Min. 2.7°C-
Record Min. (Nov. 27/58, Nov. 
28/58, Nov. 29/52)
Mean Temp. 5.7°C
Precipitation ' 728.0 mm
RESEARCH STATION
Mox. Temp. (Nov. 3)
Min. Temp. (Nov. 29)
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i A skeleton of what it once was, ship now lies swallowed by tall grass along Pat Bay beach.
French immersion
Regardless of the optional French im­
mersion program which is causing such a 
furore in Saanich School District, it is 
regrettable that the question has been dragged 
into the realm of politics. Not politics in the 
local, partisan sense but in the wider, cross- 
cultural Canadian context.
It doesn’t help that the question emerged as 
an issue during the last municipal election and 
that hard positions were taken by candidates 
to the school board.
If the program can be implemented without 
cost to the school district — and it can ^ and 
if it doesn’t work adversely against the 
district’s established second-language 
program — and it won’t — it’s hard to see
why it shouldn’t be implemented.
If it opposed on the simple grounds of anti- 
French-language bigotry, well, that’s not 
good enough. The F'rench question in this 
country is going to be difficult enough to 
resolve without dragging our children and
their education into that arena.
A the program is conditional
f bh the fact that the cost will be defrayed by 
/available federal grants which will pay for the 
dost of the teachers and two classes of 2^ 
pupils in kindergarten and Grade 1. There is 
'no way that other 'district school programs 
will be affected as the courses are optional 
and, if transportation grants are not 
available, parents will be required to bring 
their children to and from classes.
What happens is that children are sub­
merged in French for their school years in 
kindergarten and Grade 1. They will speak 
French in class and do all of their subjects, 
including mathematics in French. *
This could continue until Grade 3 when 
children are streamed back into the regular 
curriculum program with one or two subjects, 
such as social sciences, conducted iri French.
At present there are two French immersion 
Classes being held in Victoria, one at Willows 
/nnd the second at Campus View .They are full 
and there is a waiting list of concerned , 
parents anxious to see their children fluent 
■ and the key word is “fluent” — in another
language. V , , ,
i When the youngsters are streamed back 
into the regular curriculum, it has been 
shown, they are reasonably bilingu^ and 
fully equal vvith their peers in other»subjects.
It has also been shown that when 
youngsters come back to the regular prograrn, 
after French immersion, their English is 
better than that of their peers, they work 
harder and are more studies-conscious, their 
concepts are broadened and generally, their 
education discipline improved.
The French immersion program is 
something quite outside the normal 
curriculum program and it is something that
requires extra effort on the part of students 
and parents. They have to want it.
It is very difficult to understand the 
position of those people who arc against 
French immersion—- and they arc rabid in 
their opposition. It won’t cost the school 
^ h won’t interfere with
whatever programs they believe to be good 
for their children; /
Unhappily, one can only conclude that 
based on bigotry •— and a 
dislike for French Canada and all it implies.
Letters to
Program for elite? Honest, clean campaign
656-7286
new and used ® sail and power
10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOtIR 





plicable loward oiii 
SDK VICE
1 am getting a little fed up with the statements by 
Parents for French who are continually telling people 
who do not believe in French immersion that they are ill-
informed. .
Trustee Armstrong was trying to make public the tact 
that this school board will now be saturated with certain 
trustees who have been associated with Parents for 
French. There will most likely be a French immersion 
program because we, the general public, have again
ignored the good sense of certain trustees.
Dr. Hyndman recently stated that the cost of French 
immersion could be simply stated. Well, that’s exactly 
what has been done. Besides a report with a few 
mathematical errors certain other costs have not been
considered. „ . , ^
As far as the organization called Saanich Parents for 
French, 1 believe you have chosen the wrong title. If 
your interests were truly the French language then how 
could your organization stand by and allow a French 
language program such as the one that exists now, to be
cutback or curtailed. .
This program would affect a greater number of 
students than would a French immersion program. I- 
suggest that you are not Parents for French but Parents . 
for French immersion. ^ ^ ^
Taxpayers of School District #63 - we must take a 
greater interest in how our tax-dollars are spent. French 
immersion is a program where children are taught their 
subjects a majority of time inTrench. This is a program 
for an elitist number of children and total costs are not
known. i
I quote from our school boards own report. If early
immersion is to be introduced in School District No. 63, 
Trustees must be prepared to; G. i
“Commit the district to a program before the total





















































council, im ■ , .
You ca/i toe assured that I will work diligently and
honestly onVour behalf. ,
I would also like to thank the people who gave their 
time and efforts on my behalf prior to the electioii.






ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY
Thank you for the pre-election coverage of the 
candidates for municipal office of this area. As a 
candidate for alderman of Central Saanich, I ap­
preciated the opportunity to become better known by 
the voters of Central Saanich.
I would also like to thank those voters who supported 
me in my unsuccessful bid for a seat on the "Central 
Saanich council. To them I extend my gratitude and say. 
that 1 shall continue to be concerned with how this 
municipality is governed. , ;
I consider it a privilege to have been a candidate and 1 
congratulate the successful incumbent aldermen of 
Central Saanich.
Lea King 

















Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478 
Saanichton Elementary School 
1649 Mt. Newton X Rd.
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m.









The report, ‘‘First come, first served now at centre’t 
in the Nov. 28 , issue of the Review strkes a double blow 
to Sidney and North Saanich ratepayers. Not only will 
they no longer receive programs but also they will be 
requested to vote “yes’’ on an expansion referendum 
estimated to be close to $1 million dollars.
I believe that the chairman of the recreation com­
mission. Bob Hope, selected the improper time to wield 
his double-bladed axe. I also believe Hope has over­
stepped his mandate as chairman.
I would have voted in favour of the referendum, but 
my friends and relatives in Central Saanich have, by 
laughing at me, convinced me to vote down any 
referendum until !, and the rest of the residents of 
Sidney and North Saanich are given our deserved ‘‘first 
chance" in the registered programs both now and in the 
future.
Roy C.Mott 
1950 Sandover Crescent 
. Sidney
Dutch celebration
'The Vancouver Island Netherlands Association is 
anticipating the arrival of its traditional Sint Nikoloas 
and Black Peelers from Spain Dec. 8 at 1 p.m. at the
Inner Harbour opposite the Empress Hotel.
They will be brought ashore by a boat generously 
supplied by Seaspah International and Brccicd by young 
and old in costume of Holland, singing songs op- 
propriate to the occasion.
After a brief ceremony of welcome, Sint Nikolaas and 
his helpers will be escorted to Holland House, 733 
Vanalman, where they will be entertained with children 
who have made prior arrangements to attend this party.
The Vancouver Island Netherlands Association 
extends a warm Invitation to one and all to come to the 
Inner Harbour on Dec. 8 to feel the excitement and




Owners registered under flagY of convenience use 
means to keep ships plying the sea lanes long after they 
should have been scrapped. / . .
Oil : companies i see nothing' wrong with ch^tering 
these yesseis even if they are worn out and in spite of the 
risk.'
An acfcidentithat happened to the 206,000 tontuebula 
/ which rama^ouml'in the Magellan Straits; 15 of her 20
ttmks Were ruptured and spilled dyer 50,000 gallons of 
crude. No cleanup of the oil was undertaken after the 
wreck although considerable effort, was spent salvaging
the ship itself. Most of the oil went ashore and remains 
.there. ■ ..
" A team of American scientists and marine biologists 
■ believe that the oil will remain there as a steady source 
of pollution for at least 10 years.
At the ppint where it leaches into the sea was a 
gathering place for great schools of fish and birdlife.
The marine life contained within the area bounded by 
Antarctica and the extremities of Africa and South 
America represents the last and greatests natural 
preserve on earth.
A three-man committee of enquiry led by Dr. 
McTaggart-Cowan executive director of the Science 
(Council of Canada, found that the Arrow, owned by 
lAristotle Onassis, had been operating with almost none 
lof its navigating equipment serviceable. The radar had 
iceased to function an hour before the ship struck. The 
lecho sounder had not been in working condition for two 
•months, and the gyrocompass, which is used to steer 
jwith and to keep the ship on course, had a permanent 
error of 3 degrees west. ,
The officer on watch at the time of the accident had 
no license. The commission of enquiry said none of the 
crew had any navigational skill except the captain and 
there arc even doubts about his ability.”
The world should demand immediate action to slop
such goings on! ,
It is hard to believe — but on March 3, 1971, the 
Liberian tanker Trinity carrying 32,000 tons of oil, ran 
aground off Berry Head, England, and was refioated 
after five hours by u British Channel pilot who lotcr said 
the sliips radar was out of order and she had no VHF 
radio for local communication.
The Chinese crew in any event spoke no English.
You can tell by this leiicr that 1 would favour on 
overland route for the oil and don’t think ihnt the




9:30 a.m. : |
Communion
; ST. STEPHEN’S /
8:30 a.m.; Holy
Communion 
11:00 a m. Sunday
i;//:. 'School |- 
















Family Service and 
Sunday School
11:06 o.m.
Rev. Melvin H. Adorn* 
Office: 452-2713 
Manie 652.5544 
' Family Service :/ ' 
Sunday School ■ 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 Eost Sountch Rd. 
9:45 o.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 o.m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
' ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030Third St., Sidney 
j (while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 
7 p.m; at St. Paul’s 
United Church 
24lOMalaview
Anglican Church of Canodo .
THE PARISH 
. OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 




Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237 






















[7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer' 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.E. Dnwes 
656-6940 1
Sunday, Decenibcr 9
HOLY TRINITY i 
CHURCH 
Patricia Bay
10:00 a.m. - Choral 
Communion followed 
by refreshments.
60 YEARS AGO THlS WEEKi
From Hie Dec. 4,1919 IsMie
Rev. Mr. Barton was appoinled chairmuii of an 
enthusiastic meeting of (he citizens of Sidney and 
district last Friday evening which was called for the 
purpose of discussing the advisability of erecting ij 
clubhouse upon the property recently purclutscd as a 
War Mcmoiittl Athletic Park and playground for 
children.
He was joined by three trnsices; Mr. F.J. Siniister, 
Mrv E. Blackburn, and Mr. C. C, Cochran,
were: Mr.s, Philip E. Brethonr, Mrs. Jltc Mitchell, Mrs. 
Stanley Brethonr. Mrs. T..I. Harrison, Mrs. Janies 
Rankin, Mrs. Roy Brcihour, Mrs, Snm Roberts, Mrs. 
A. Wttsscrer, Mrs. H.G. Horth, and Mrs. E, McKenzie.
$0 YEARS AGO Tim WEEK:
From the Dm. 5,1929 issue
The hit comedy ‘‘Splnsleis* Convention" w«s due to 
open at the Keating Tempetaate Hall Ftiihv/, Dec. 6, a 
production of the South Snnnich Young People« 
Society. Ailmlfision was 50 cents for adults and 2.5 cents 
for school children.
Mrs. Wilfred W. May, Roberts' Bay, (cnicHuined last 
Thursday afternoon at a farewell tea In honour of Mrs. 
J. Bnicii Burton, who Is leaving Sidney shortly to make 
her future home in in Vancouva, Tlic Invited guests
40 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Dec. 6,1939 Issue 
Under The Review masthead of 40 years ago was this 
note: "The Saanich Peninsula and Gulf Islands enjoy 
the most equiiablc climate in all Canada! Average 
winter lempcraturc, 40 above; average summer tem­
perature, 60 above. Not too hot — not too cold." 
Meanwhile, a front page news story revealed that rain­
fall for November, 1939 had been above the previous 
14-ycar average. General R.J. Owynne, C.M.O., at 
Ardmore Grunge, Cole Bay, had supplied the figwcR.
30 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK}
From the Dee. 7,1949 issue 
November, 1949 ww the warmest and wettest since 
ica>iahig Id ihe Guiiukhtan' Dominion FYpcrIm.'mnI 
Station commenced in 1914. The highest tcmpcrnlureof 
64 degrees, on the second, was the nll-iimc teCord for 
llicirionth.
The I'uinfall amounted to 8,87 indies as compared to 
the average of 4.13 indies nncl the previous high of 8.64 
indies in i927.
20 YEARS AGO Tins WEEK:
From the Dec. 9| 1959 Issue 
Several hundred people from Sidney and North 
Sannidi gailiercd at the new Sidney wharf on Monday 
afternoon to greet Hie first regular ferry to come into the
newly constructed dock.
According to tlie Review dasisificd section, just 20 
short years ago Clvristmas trees were going for 25 cents 
apiece,' extra large eggs for 50 cents per dozen, and a 
four taedroom house, garage asKl 'soikshop complete 
with Sidney water and School nearby for n mere $4,600,
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Dm. 10,19i'.9 Issue 
North Saanich’s lecently appomieU dogcmchci Culin 
Mdthorpe told council he has rm innovative method of 
dealing with dogs caught killing chickens arid cliasing 
" Ai the present lime I am using a spray type paint 
to mark the dog caught at the scene with the hopc ol 
spotting these dogs later. Also, the owner will know hl« 




10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
Rev. U.,1. ‘Bob’ MIlchcH 
Pastor




11:00 a,m. Worship 
Service
7:00 p.m. Praise Hi Share 
Thursday *
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
"Preaching the Christ- 





9925 Firrii STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
Sunday Services 








9686 Third St., Sidney
8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
11:15 a.m. - Morning 
Prayer, Sunday School 









‘‘With Clirist at heart 
and you in mind.”
SAANICHTON 
BIBLE FEILOWSHIP
Meei.H each Sunday 
Keating Elcm. School 
6R43 Central Suunlch Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 n.m. 
Cottage
Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
Plione
6564730 65M669
1 lie Cliurch 4Iy Tlie take I
Elk Lake 
Community Baptist








; Junior Church 
Miobler J.C.A, Bmluu 
652-3676












2295 Weller Ave. 











9:45 a.m- Sunday 
School
11:00 n.m. Christmas 
’79 . . .
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as €l ffl€lttSF of fact • • • by pat murphy
Some of the duties 
carried out by local 
legislators, whether they be 
aldermen, school board 
trustees, regional 
representatives or whatever,
are innovative, interesting 
and occasionally con­
troversial. But others are 
not. There are whole areas 
of mind-numbing routine
— ploughing through 
correspondence from self- 
interest groups sometimes 
unrelated to education, the 
public or anything else
constructive, or going over 
ground which has been 
traversed countless time 
before.
A lot of this can be cleared away by paid administrators 
but, if there is any reason to believe the public interest is 
involved it comes before the council or board and must be 
dealt with at that level.
The reports of Saanich Penninsula meetings, read by 
Review readers, deal only with matters deemed by us to be 
of interest to you. Other matters are ignored — but they, 
don’t forget, have to be dealt with by your elected 
representatives.
Like all of us, our administrators have their own par­
ticular hobby horses and often, when a subject of interest 
to any one of them is trotted out, will leap into the saddle 
and take off on a hard-riding monologue which leaves his 
colleagues rigid with boredom. At such times eyes will roll 
back in their sockets and bodies relax into a kind of torpor.
Subdivision and zoning bylaws, when they get away 
trom the philosophical conflict between developers and 
conservationists and into nitty-gritty details, have a 
soporific effect and, when discussion gets into matters of 
rules-of-order and procedure, as it often does, one just has 
to look over to the press table or to the faces of members of 
the administrative staff who have to be present, to observe
a syndrome characteristic of all public meetings.
The subject will be sitting upright and, at first glance, 
may seem to be normal and even attentive. Closer 
examination, however, will disclose a glazed, disembodied 
demeanor which indicates a total detachment from reality, 
a state of hypnotic relaxation. Although he hears the 
cliches and inanities which echo around him they make no 
real impression and do not impinge on his own inner 
fantasies.
This removal from pain and immersion in one’s inner 
self is not the sole property of reporters and civil servants 
who are constantly exposed to the processes of par­
ticipatory democracy; it is enjoyed, too, by elected 
legislators who have been long in office.
In some cases, it has been noted, our elected represen­
tatives can totally detach from just about everything, 
regaining consciousness only when they, themselves, are 
talking or when matters of renumeration are discussed. 
Such people are rare, however, and found, mostly, at the 
elective level. Journalists must have the faculty of “total 
return.’’
That means that, when something is said which might 
have some value as a new story, the reporter must be in­
stantly awake. He musters all his resources and, in his 
notebook, scribbles something which is completely illegible 
and will be quite useless when, later on, he writes his story 
of the meeting. This is the art of the journali.st — to deciper 
his own notes and, over-riding his somnolence, write 
something just remotely related to the event he was 
covering.
1 have often asked my colleagues in this craft, and public 
servants, elected and otherwise, what they dreamed about 
in this period of Nirvana. Some, 1 find, said, some swim, 
some run, some eat and drink and some, having fixed 
attention on a nearby member of the opposite sex before 
departure, wander through an erotic wonderland.
But most envisage a meeting of an elected body where 
members sit down, quickly wade through the trash and 
extraneous matter and get down to the one or two serious 
issues which must be dealt with. Under the strict control of 
the chair, they .say their pieces without frills or frivolity, 
arrive at a decision and adjourn — all within an hour.
Meanwhile — we know how to escape.
BgswtBMMBaggagagg
Sea rescue service 
seeks volunteers
By RON NORMAN
A 67-year-old man died Nov. 27 
in a boating mishap off Dallas 
Road waterfront in Victoria.
Police said the man was fishing 
with a friend when their 14-foot 
fibreglass boat overturned.
They were in the water about 10 
minutes before being rescued by an 
unidentified person in a pleasure 
craft and two divers off the 
minesweeper Ghignecto.
The Victoria man was dead on 
arrival at Victoria General Hospital 
and cause of death was attributed 
to hypothermia. The second man' 
was admitted in good condition.
What might have happened if 
that very same incident had taken 
place somewhere off the north end 
of the Saanich Peninsula?
Would help have arrived on 
time? Would: navy divers have been 
close enough to rush to the scene to
takepaft
Victoria, SAP currently extends as far 
north as Ladysmith, and though it does 
have some volunteers on the peninsula, 
“there aren’t enough of them”, , says 
Philpotts.
As well, SAP boasts some volunteers in 
the U.S. but in order to reach maximum 
effectiveness in this area, volunteers should 
number more than 700.
Right now there are some 430 rescue 
units in addition to about 30 land monitors. 
That’s not enough for an area that is the 
most popular pleasure boat area in Canada 
— numbering more than 250,000 boaters, 
says Philpotts.
And he stresses that high numbers of 
volunteers is the key to the success of SAP. 
“Right now there are more tharr 400 
potential rescue boats in this area,” he said.
“We can supplement an understaffed 
coast guard rescue operation because with 
high numbers when Joe isn’t out on the 
water, Jack is.” :
Philpotts said he would like land 
monitors to be able to call someone on the 
water at all times if they receive a call from 
the ; rescue cp-ordination centre in 
^■Esquimalt.-''I;..
; And vthat is where volunteers on the 
Saanich Peninsula come into the picture.
Those interested can join the marine
unable to locate Cattle Point.
“SAP monitors seven and 13, from the 
information given them by Rose on his 
sounder reading and a visual sighting, were 
able to set a course aind bring his vessel 
within 100 feet of Cattle Point.
“It proves that if an aircraft can be 
talked down to an airfield through bad 
weather, a boat can be talked into a 
beach.”
Monitors are an especially important 
part of SAP said Philpotts. “Without 
monitors, the system wouldn’t function. 
They are the link to shore.”
Rescue units are of course the boats 
themselves, and once equipped with a 
citizen band radio, a responsible boater can 
join SAP.
“The only requirements for vdlunteers 
are that they are concerned about water 
safety and their fellow boaters,” said 
Philpotts.r I
Monitor co-ordinator Wellyn Soares 
pointed out that a prospectivemonitor 
should be the type of person who can 
remain calm during heavy stress. -,
‘‘A lot of pedple don’t know ifithey can 
remain calm; until they are'in- ^dugh 
'situation,” <she explainedi:“I never'~kheW if 
I could do it until it happened:”
. She emphasized a calm voice is the key to 
a successful monitor; “You have to keep 
the boater calm,” she warned.
Presently there are 32 working monitors 
with a few more on standby. ^
SAP was an idea worked on for two years 
by Philpotts before he finally approached 
the federal government with it.
“I bought a boat when 1 came to live in 
Victoria,” he explained, “and I put a CB 
radio in it.”
After rushing to the aid of other boaters 
who had called for help over the CB radio, 
Philpotts got the idea that “a good means 
of communication could be used for rescue, 
but was being abused;”
He then spent .some time laying out a 
strategy, but was turned down by the 
federal government.
He approached The provincial govern- 
mcnl who in turn made him marine rescue 
chief, under the provincial emergency 
program but then he was requested to 
change his sylstem.
The idea was to put only .some 15
Cliff Philpotts monitoring for SAP on his home citizen band 
radio.
I
In all likelihood, the two men would have 
been in the water a lot longer than 10 
minutes. And very likely, instead of one 
man dying from hypothermia, both would 
have died.
Hut it doesn’t have to be like that. In 
fact, with solid participation from the 
boating community wc could be a part of 
the best civilian sea rescue team in the 
country.
Called SAP —- Stay A IToat ™ this 
civilian sen rescue unit ha.s been in 
operation since 1976 with more than 400 
rescues to its credit.
If you place between two and seven 
persons on each of iho.se ie.scucd vcs.scls, 
that adds up to a lot of saved lives,
Now SAP is looking for “tesponsihle 
volunteers” from the Sidney-North 
oiuiincli-Centi al Saanich area to help make 
local waters safer for boaters.
The brainchild of Cliff Philpotts of
rescue service In either of two capacilicfi: as 
monitors or rcsctie units.
“Monitors listen for trouble,” .says 
Philpotts. They operate on two hour sliifts 
on weekends listening on their citizen band 
Iadio.s for distress signals.
In addition, monitors log rescue units 
(boaters) going out on the water, and if the 
boaters fail to report back in, a search Is 
Marled,
Finally, monitors relay message-s from 
the rescue co-ordination centre in 
fisquimalt which works closely with SAP 
to rescue units on the water,
“Once monitors got some eypetience,” 
said Philpotts, “they can start doing things 
like the pair of monitors did for a boater 
off Chatham l.slandOei, 27, 1976.
“The monitors rm'ived a call for 
navigation assistance from a 21.foot 
Sangstercrafi skipped by Bill Rose, who 
had reported he was in a fog hank and
Stay A Float (SAF)^ 
a eivilian sea rescue 
unit, has been 
: in operation since 
'1976 €ind has ^
: more tlmn 400 
: rescues 'to Us 
. credits
pkmux boats on the water, where he had 
lined up 180 volunteers.
“It would have gone right down the 
drain if I had gone along wiih that, so I 
pulled away from them,” said Philpoitn.
Instead, he made It a sirietly civilian 
system — pleasure boaters taking care of 
ibemscives,
For local boatens or CB radio opcrator.s 
who are interested in Joining SAP marine 
rescue service, contact Cliff Philpotts at 
595-89,34 or Wellyn Soarcsni 479-3587.
“This isn't the CB club though,” 
camions Srsnres. "We rlon't want the nm- 
of-ihc-mill CB’er out to have fun on his 
radio, but responsibk, reliable, concerned 
people.”
orWe're riot quite sure which, hufSidnieriAhqcoriesl^rry}anived-W 
„ V* m/fA Canadian flag upside TTle

















15 lb. VARIETY PACK 
25 lb. BEEF PACK . 
40 lb. HIND Va PACK 
40 lb. VARIETY PACK
NEED A GOOD BUY?
. ... .‘30.95 50 lb. VARIETY PACK
. , , . . . *59.95 
, , . ;»105.95 
. . *85.95 100 lb. VARIETY PACK .
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PeeWee bowlers and 
Golden Agers teamed up 
for a tournament, Dec. 1, 
and the oldest participant 
emerged as one of the 
winners.
Bob McCormick, who 
became 80-years-old Dec. 3, 
was the adult partner of 
Sherry Hindley 10 and 
Cathy Muckay also 10. The 
trio rolled a grand total of 
1279 pins to win the 
tourney, and McCormick, 
consistent as always, came 
up with a 258 single in the 
final game.
Sherry Hindley rolled a 
136 and a 148 which 
combined with her 156 
handicap for a 440 total. 
Cathy Muckay’s 101 and 
102, combined with her 
handicap, also 156, totalled
359.
Each of the youngsters 
and the Golden Agers 
entered in the tournament 
received a crest indicative of 
their participation, and of 
course, the champions 
claimed their extra award.
Alleys' manager Lyall 
Riddell says he is pleased 
about the Y.B.C. 
programme progressing at 
Miracle Lanes and plans to 
hold other nationally 
sanctioned events as the 
season progresses.
In other news, the 
Annual Christmas roll-off 
will be held, Dec. 7, at 7 
p.m. Prizes for the victors 
will include turkeys and 
other items, and all league 
bowlers are invited to 
participate. Sidney Freight: as Cliff OUaney watches helplessly, 
fails to stop Ken Posskitt’s drive.
ion
needed to win ers belt Cats
Parkland School’s senior 
girl’s basketball team 
participated in a six-team 
tournament at Cowichan 
over the Nov. 30 - Dec. 1 
weekend, and finished in 
the cellar. ,
The team played three 
games, suffering losses to 
Tupper of Vancouver (43- 
29) and to Nanaimo (45 - 
36) on Friday. , Saturday 
they were defeated 34 -26 
by Campbell River.
“Even though the team is 
comprised of fairly tall girls 
— taller than those on most 
other teams — and 
although many new players 
have' joined the ranks 
bringing potential and a 
-desire to work an to win, a 
great deal more aggression 
is needed if the squad is to 
defeat' Mount Doug and 
Oak Bay; perennially strong-
VENETIAN' 
q BUNDS LTD,
■-.-tS 626 Esquim2l} Ri 
■q ■ 383-8515'





teams,” says coach Marg 
Mainwaring.
Two more tournaments 
will be attended by the 
Parklands team b'fore 
Christmas, which will give 
added experience for the 
girls before the major 
portion of league play 
commences.
Leadership will be 
provided by guard Lisa 
McCullough and forward 
Nancy Duncan, who at 5 
foot - 10 inches is a very 
strong addition to the team.
The Panthers will be 
involved in the Victoria 
high school tourney Dec. 7 
and 8, and will return to 
Cowichan Dec. 11. On Dec. 
14 and 18 they will be 
participating in a tour­
nament in Nanaimo and 
finally return home, Dec. 
18 for a game against 
::-Stelly’s.':'::'
By TOM CRONK '
Port Albemi’s Sproat 
Lake Cats and local Sidney 
Freight Flyers clashed Dec. 
1 at Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
The match marked the 
second time Sidney Freight 
has snosted the up-lsland 
squad, but this time, in­
stead of losing 11-5, the 
local squad emerged the 
victors, 9-5.
Ken Posskitt, an un­
familiar sight in a Sidney 
Freight uniform, posted his 
first of two goals for the 
evening at the 6.26 mark of 
the first period to open the 
scpring in the game.
With style and
aggressiveness that would 
seem to indicate a close 
game, the Cats pounced, 
and scored their opener at 
the 9:25 mark on a shot by 
Bill Reynolds. Barely one 
minute later. Freight’s Ross
Anderson put the green- 
machine ahead once more, 
on a wicked drive for which 
Cats goalie, Manny Suhr, 
had no chance.
Not to be held down, the 
Cats evened the score, at 
the 19-minute mark of the 
first period, when Don 
Chenard beat Randy Smith. 
Smith guarded the nets for 
Freight for the first period 
and half of the second 
when he turned over his 
duties toMikePierard.
When the first period had 
ended, it appeared the few 
spectators would witness a 
close, hard-fought match, 
but the explosive power of 
Sidney Freight soon put the 
ame out of reach.
The Cats were held 
scoreless in the second 
period while Freight tallied 
four goals in the latter six 
and one-half minutes of the 
period. Tom Brooks 
connected for two goals 
with assists from Avie 
Stubbington, Rob Smith 
scored his first of two for 
the night unassisted, and 
pick-up, Ken Posskitt, 
scored his second on an 
assist from Rob Smith.
Ross Anderson scored his 
second'goal of the evening
to lead off the third period 
of play, and gave the local 
squad a 7-2 lead in the 
game, but the Cats kept 
coming back.
With 16:30 remaining in 
the game. Port Alberni’s 
Ron Salsman beat Mike 
Pierard, and barely a 
minute later, Neil Holt- 
followed suit. Holt, not 
only scored the one goal, 
but assisted on three of the 
Cats other four scores.
Freight scored twice more 
before the game ended as 
Rob Smith tallied his 
second of the evening and 
Tom Brooks connected for 
his hat-trick on assists from 
Alvin Miller and Smith. . 
The Cats scored the final 
goal of the contest when
Jim Lane beat Pierard with 
31 seconds remaining to 
play.
The game was not 
altogether uneventful since - 
Freight pick-up, Scott , 
Bigham became embroiled 
in a fight with Port 
Alberni’s Ron Salsman. 
Bigham apparently had his 
hand stuck between 
Salsman’s helmet and head, 
all by accident of course, 
when Salsman misin­
terpreted the action. It was 
Salsman who threw the first 
punch, and from there on it’ 
was anyone’s battle.
Freight will travel to Port 
Alberni sometime this 
season for the re-match but 
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A copy of a letter dated 
Nov. 22, received by Eric 
Etherington, director of 
Sidney Little League, 
reveals a lottery fund grant 
of $12,000 has been ap­
proved for construction ot 
a playing field for the 
league.
The - letter from MLA 
Hugh Curtis, states that the 
original application by the 
league had been under 
consideration for “some 
considerable time” and that 
a cheque would be for­
warded as soon as possible.
In other ball diamond 
news, the Sidney Senior 
Men’s Fastball League is 
hosting a Klondike Night* 
and dance at Sanscha Hall, 
Dec, 7.
The event will run 7 p.m. 
to I a.m., cost is $7 per 
couple. Tickets arc 
available on a pre-.sold ba.sis 
only, and can be purchased 
ai Harvey’s -Sporting 
Goods, or from Tom. 
Doyle, President of Sidney 
Softball (656-6.319).
The league Intends to 
utilize funds realized 
through the venture to 
eliminate some outstanding 
debts.
By TOM CRONK
Peninsula Steelers, and- 
the Bays/United Oliver 
Hounds played a gruelling 
Division 8 match at Frank 
Hobbs School Saturday, 
■not only against each other, 
but against the elements as 
well.
A continual drizzle and 
sodden pitch constructed at 
a downhill slope forced 
players of both teams to all- 
out effort. Checking was 
excellent, and due to the 
inexperience of, the young 
combatants, bodies hurtled
through ■ the: air in; all 
manner of poses, as a 
result.
There were no apparent- 
injuries, however, save 
maybe the mental anguish 
of parents huddling in 
packs along the sidelines 
attempting to shield 
themselves from the rain.
- The Steelers drew first 
blood due to a fine rush 
initiated by Duncan Pollen, 
who carried the ball to the 
corner and fed a pass to 
Thomas Smart, right in 
front of the Bays/United 
goal.
Smart hacked at the ball 
in futile attempts to force.it 
behind the prone 
Bays/United keeper, and 
finally manged to direct it 
towards winger, James 
Redfern, who quickly 
rapped it into the nets.
Bays/United were not to 
be outdone, however, and 
scored twice in the second 
half to record the win. Both 
goals were scored when the 
Steelers forward line had 
the ball for some time, and, 
the defense had moved up- 
field, unfortunately leaving, 
only one man to aid the
keeper.
The Steelers outshot the 
Oliver-Hounds 10-5 and 
should possibly have scored 
more goals than they did. 
Credit for many saves goes 
to the Oliver-Hounds 
keeper who played an 
outstanding game.
The Steelers will meet 
Gorge next week in what 
should prove to be an 
exciting match. Gorge is 
undefeated this season, a 
win or tie by the Steelers 
will give them top finishing 
position of the Peninsula 
teams.
The local PeeWee ‘A’ 
Rep team. Harbour Texaco 
Eagles, received a standing 
ovation at the conclusion of 
their match Dec. I against 
Saanich Braves.
Although the F.aglcs lost 
4-3, instruction sessions and 
skill development drills arc 
starting to pay off —- the 
Eagles fairly flew.
They first .stepped onto 
the icc sporting their new 
sweaters gold and black, 
but with them came a 
surprise —a mascot,
A plush bird, faintly 
rcminlsecnt of an eagle, was
similarly attired in the team 
colours, much to the delight 
of everyone.
During the first period of 
play, the Engles kept near 
continuous pressure on the 
Braves goalie, even while 
they were short-handed. 
The Braves goalie made 
some excellent saves in the 
second period, but at 11 :‘10 
a.m, while short-handed, 
Rick Christopherson put 
the Eagles on the 
scoreboard with an assist 
from Rod Sheppard.
It wasn't until the third 
period that the Eagles
scored again, and again it 
was Christopherson, this 
time on an assist from 
Lewis. Lewis followed suit, 
unassisted at 9:45 on « 
clean, crisp, sliip-shot for 
the local squad’s third goal.
Remarks from team 
spokesman: “The game 
ended 4-3 for Saanich, but
— the Eagles were winners
— all. Superb hockey was 
playing by this team, whicli 
plays in ‘A’ Rep only 
because ’B’ Rep, the 
division in which the team 
was originally entered, was 
phased out of existance 
following the start of the 
season.’’
In the Bantam division, 
the Peninsula Bantam Rep
learn, Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods, defeated Oak Bay 
squad 13-2, despite ex­
cellent goaltcnding on 
behalf of the Oak Bay 
keeper. Unlortunaiely no 
further information was 
available on this particular 
game at press lime,
Sidney Bakery remains in 
Tirsl place in the PeeWee 
Divl.sion, with their 8-7 
victory over Mary’s Coffee 
hay, Saturday, Todd 
.Scaber scored the winning 
Koal with 52 ' seconds 
remaining to play in the 
Itamc.
Steve Hancock did all in 
Ills power (0 lielp Mary's by 
ilclivcring a bul-irick — but 
In vain.
YOUR CHANGES AT 6000 FOHTUNE
For winnlno numbari ask yodr lotioiy retailor, 
your nttaroil branth of Canadlisn Iniperln! Hnnk
of Commorca or write to:
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION
1 Uk«vl#w Square ,













Game tinic will be 10:00 
a.m. at Sidney Elementary . 
School. ; ;
In Division 7 play, the 
Peninsula Warriors romped 
to a 5-1 victory over the 
Gordon Head Commercial 
Travellers, after giving up a 
goal on the opening play of 
the match.
Following a sluggish 
fir.st-half effort, with the 
match tied at one goal 
apiece, the Warriors 
defense held the Travellers 
off, allowing the forward 
line to open up their attack.
Mark Connally and Glen 
Donelly each recorded two 
goals, and Darren Sam 
picked up the single.
Team manager, Jenji 
Konishi gave credit to his 
defense for the victory, 
citing Mark Dalczui, Lance < 
Pliilip, Doug Scott, and 
Graeme White for out- 
sianding play.
Weekend results:
Div 4: Tlnmderbirds and 
Bays/Uniied Titans — 
rained out.
Div 5: Dolphins - 1 Gdn. 
Hd. Machinists-1
Div 6: Hornets - 0 .IdF 
Coi eland Developments - 0; 
Cobras • I Bays/United 
Unicorns - 3.
Div 7: Eagles - 5 Gdn. 
Head Cosmos * 0; Warriors 
” 5 Gdn, Hd, Commercial 
Trav. -1.
Div, 8 Kickers,'- 0 Lillis. 
Eve. Ops Whitcciips • 4; 
Steelers - 1 Bays/United 
Oliver-Hounds - 2; Rovers - 
0 .IdlvDcnnys Anlomolivc - 
8; Leopards - 0 .IdF 
Hampton Hustler’s-4.
Div 9; Sharks - 0 Gdn. 
Hd, ‘Feamfiters - 0; Panthers
- 1 Gorge Royals - li 
Whilceap.s - 0 Gorge United
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Don Hay
helps out
Ten-year-old Chris Rangel shows good form, but blamed photographer's flash unit when few pins
left untouched were
Saanich 4H Goat Club awards
Leaders and members of 
the Saanich 4-H Goat and 
Fodder Club held their 25th 
Silver Jubilee awards 
programme at Saanichton 
Research Station Saturday 
with a number of charter 
and early club members and 
their families taking part.
Paul Howe, an out­
standing club member for 
eight years and an en­
thusiastic instructor in 
public speaking and 
demonstrations for the past 
15 years presented the 
public speaking and 
demonstration awards, a 
club spokesman said. Howe 
was honoured with a plaque 
as a special thank you for 
his 25 years of dedicated 
service to 4-H.
Another outstanding 
early member of the club, 
Mrs. Dena Arnold (nee 
Rhodena Cronk) who 
judged the 4-H goat show at 
the 1979 fair, presented the 
Saanich Fair • Youth 
trophies. The Lynn 
Frankenfield ; cup for 
children too young for 4-H 
went to Sandra Pinch.
Yvonne Gait won the B.C. 
Goat Breeders trophy for 
best purebred 4-H milk goat 
shown at Saanich Fair.
Another excellent former 
member with an out­
standing record in goat 
husbandry. Miss Laurie' 
Brown, presented the 
husbandtry trophies for top 
marks in barn inspections 
— junior (9 to 11 years) 
went to Susan Rossner; 
intermediate (12 to 14 
years) Tom Rossner; senior 
(15 to 19 years) Nancy 
Williams.
Former leader, Mrs. 
Grace Salisbury presented
the record awards: junior to 
Michael Gait; intermediate 
to Tom Rossner; senior to 
Nancy Williams;
Leader Mrs. Ruth Gait 
presented the judging 
progress trophy to Christine 
Copeland. Andr.ew Stilling 
won the cup for best fodder 
exhibit. Club president 
Yvonne Gait received the 
trophy for best club officer. 
The good citizenship trophy 
was won by Susan Rossner.
Frank Hegyi, head of 
youth services, Victoria 
Kiwanis, the club’s 
sponsor, presented 
achievement trophies —
deemed the most important 
as they are awarded for top 
aggregate marks in the 





winners were: Junior, 
Michael Gait; Intermediate, 
Todd Williams; Senior, 
Yvonne Gait; Best new 
member, Cammie Wallace.
Hegyi also presented 
grand champion rosettes to 
members whose goats had 
topped the goat 
achievement goat show in 
mid-September - champion
kid goat - Cammie Wallace; 
champion yearling goat, 
Suzanne Armour; cham­
pion milk goat, David Bos; 
grand champion goat — 
David Bos; reserve 
champion goat, Tom 
Rossner.
Special guest of the 
evening. Miss Catherine 
Ruth, 4-H specialist, 
department of agriculture, 
presented department 
awards: a bronze leader pin 
to Miss Susan Speight; a 
junior leader seal to Yvonne 
Gait; and a senior skill 
judging certificate to Myles 
Bos.
Don Hay of Sidney 
Bakery, has agreed to 
provide funding for which 
youth basketball coach 
Dave Tooby has been 
searching.
Hay has provided enough 
money to outfit both pre­
midget, and midget all-stars 
teams, as well as Monday 
and Thursday evening 
groups which Tooby in­
structs.
Funds will also be utilized 
to provide basketballs and 
to pay for the use of the 
Nortli Saanich School 
gymnasium.
Tooby’s all-star teams 
are currently participating 
in the Central Saanich 
League, and the Midget 
team is as yet undefeated. 
The Pre-Midget team, 
conversely, is looking for 
its first win, but Tooby says 
the competition is much 
stiffer in that category.
The Midget team is 
basically a power-house 
squad in comparison to 
other teams in the league he 
says, but the point spreads 
in the Pre-Midget group 
show that each team is very
close in calibre. The Pre- 
Midgets have only lost by a 
few points each time.
Both all-star teams will 
compete at Brentwood 
Community Hall, Dec. 7, 
against the Brentwood 
entry in the league. Ganies 
time is 7:30 p.m. for the 




Richard Wayne Davis, 
22, was handed a suspended 
sentence and placed on 18 
months probation by Judge 
Leslie Cashman in Victoria 
country court last week.
Davis pleaded guilty to 
break-in and theft at a 




Winner of a portrait 
draw held by Jane Sloan 
and Erik Lund in the Upper 
Mall, Town Square, was 

















.Weight ioss In cutting, boning and trimming will increosu Iho price
Mon.-Thur. 8-S p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
^Island View Freezer Ltd
, 7005 E. SAANICH RD./ ; 652-2411'
Ideal Xmas Gift 
For The
Whole Family:
one 13' Playmar Shuffleboard
As new , never been used 
includes various games
iOOjv::-,:-;;::,: :;::;: o„|y:'53^"









The management and staff of Block Bros. Realty 
Ltd. lakes pleasure iri announcing that Ted 
Pliillips has once more attained the company’s 
exclusive Diamond Club award-for outstanding 
sales performance during 1979. Ted works in our 
Sidney office and specializes in sales on the' 
Saanich Peninsula.
656-5337 HOME OR 656-5584 OFFICE 





n from 5:00 p.m.
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)
- FULLY LICENCED -
For Reservations 656^4640::::''
2558 Sevan Ave,, Sidney .t,
Look to LAKEWOOD 
■ for a
wise, warm way 
to heat for less





THE FISHER WOOD STOVE 
AND YOUR FAMILY — A 
NATURAL COMBINATION"
in stock.
A stove with effic­
iency & beauty. 





•With glass door closed it is a super efficient 
air tight stove with complete inner heat exchanger. 
•Pyrex glass front lifts into hood 
when open fire is desired.
•Selection of decorator outer casing designs and colors. 
•Hood raises to expose firebox foi cooking 
•Swing out Bar-B-Q grille available.
•Convenient ash removal drawer pulls 
out behind lower front panel.
•Gan be loaded from front or side.




An old dosion for 
modorn timos. 





Perfect for a small 
cottnoa or largo 
room.











WHO IS IN CONFLICT
THE NORTH SAANICH OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN?
Mayor Sherwood during the recent 
electlors campaign was quoted as 
follows:
The Mayor's statement appears to be In 
conflict with the Official Community Plan 
which he loudly endorses.
SHERWOOD^ "Canoe Cove's expansion proposal 
is contrary to the community plan. I am definitely 
opposed to the high density aspect of the proposal 
due to its conflict with the community plan, and it 
was my motion which denied the increase in the 
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'li CANOE COVE MARINA’S LAND AND WATER IS ZONED COMMERCIAL RECREATION
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These trees qualify 
for heritage list
Douglas firs in church grounds were planted 
on Christmas Eve in 1862 by William Thomson
These two Douglas firs which frame entrance to St. Stephen ’ 
Anglican Church in Saanichton were planted 117 years ago 
on Christmas Eve.
Central Saanich is home for two Douglas firs 
designated as heritage trees, according to a list 
prepared by the Victoria Horticultural Society’s 
Heritage Tree Project.
But just what is there about an historically im­
portant Douglas fir, in or out of Central Saanich?
For most — especially on timber rich Vancouver 
Island — it is tantamount to designating a particular 
stalk of corn in a field “historical”.
“Not so,” says the Heritage Tree Project. It isn’t 
that easy to be named a heritage landmark.
For example, the two Douglas firs in front of St. 
Stephen’s Church on Mount Newton Crossroad are 
only two of four in Greater Victoria to qualify for the 
heritage tree list.
To be worthy of heritage designation, a tree must 
have certain qualifications. Firstly, it must be rare or 
of historical importance.
Being of outstanding size or a landmark also helps 
to make the list.
And of course age, the mainstay of all heritage.
qualifications, ensures a lock on heritage designation.
In all, 183 trees have been considered important 
enough to be included in the list of heritage trees.
The two Douglas firs at St. Stephen’s Church 
gained acceptance by being planted on Christmas Eve 
1862 by a William Thomson.
That is also when the first service was held in the 
church.
Mrs. M.A. Bartkow, of the horticultural society, 
said this was the first comprehensive list since the 
project began in 1972.
The list will come in handy for those interested in 
trees, and gives the English and Latin names of trees 
and their locations.
A class code also tells the reader why each tree was 
chosen for the list.
Tree lovers who want to find out more about a 
specific specimen can obtain more information from 
the horticultural society.
Copies of the book can be purchased for $1 from 
the society, with funds going to cover costs.
Peninsula
People
The Saanich Pioneer 
Society met at the Log 
Cabin, Saanichton, Nov. 
19th, when reports of the 
annual tea held on Nov. 11 
proved it to be one of the 
most successful ever held. 
The next meeting of the 
society will be held in the 
Log Cabin at 8 p.m. on 
Dec. 10. A Christmas pot 
luck supper for members 
and their families, will 














“ONE or 9812 - 4th St.
el earners ®56-2322
25% off
Yes — we will fake down and re-hang your drapes 
for a minimal service charge.
rules,
The air crash that took 
the lives of a Sidney pilot 
and two Victoria passengers 
Oct. 4 was probably caused 
by the pilot flying in 
conditions beyond his 
capabilities, a five-member 
coroner’s jury ruled last 
week.
The four-man, one- 
woman jury in Victoria 
concluded the crash was an 
accident of natural cause, 
but included in their 
judgment two strong 
recommendations ■ con- s?,;", y."'^ ...
Night school courses 
sponsored by Saanich 
school board begin mid - 
January at various schools 
throughout the district.
Courses offered include 
typing, folk guitar, sewing, 
Japanese cooking, 
automobile mechanics and 
Hatha Yoga. A cour,se in 
Chinese Cooking taught by 
Joy Lowe at Parkland 
school begins Jan - 17 and 
mcct.s Thursday evenings.
The popular free law 
courses on Wills and 
Estates and Family
Relations Act will be 
repeated at Parkland, There 
arc vacancies in the latter, a 
onc-scssion course which 
includes di.scussions on
division of family assets, 
custody and support
obligations. Anyone in­
terested in attending Jan. 29 
may register by phonitigthe 
.school boiird office at 656- 
1111.
; Information about other 
continuing education 
courses beginning in
.latuiary may be obtained 
Ijotn the office. C.'ourse
listings arc ttvailiible at 
Sidney and Brentwood 
libraries as well as the 




A 56-ycar-old electrician 
employed by the ministry of 
transport was killed sud­
denly while working in the 
power house at Victoria 
I nterbat ioital Airport 
Friday afternoon.
Officials disclosed that 
Maxi m e AI p h o n s e
Cmilbaull, tt.3()5 - .32.55 
Cook St,, Victoria, died as 
a rcsttlt of electrocution 
caused by u sliorl In tlic 
junction box,
He was in tiie company 
of two fellow eiuployees m 
Hut time and wsis working 
on the tnain juncitott in the 
posvet Itousej 
Corotiev ,L Davidge wn.s 
in attendenee at tlie scene 
and has (udered an inquest,
earning flying rules aimed 
at the federal ministry of 
transport. .
It said the ministry 
should have stringent 
penalties to ensure pilots 
don’t fly in weather con­
ditions beyond their
capabilities, and that the 
ministry should strictly;
enforce regulations in 
respect to visual flight rules.
The jury: was in- ' 
vestigating the crash of a 
Cessna 172 rented from' 
Victoria Fligh twGeritre 
which went down at"'the 
i ,3 50-metre;: level of , an 
unnamed mountain some 
30 kilometres east of Powell 
■River.':
Killed in the mid­
morning crash were 37- 
year-old pilot Donald 
Stanley Moe, 2229
Magnolia Place, Sidney; ■ 
Mary Ellen Kingsfield, 34, 
and Valerie Lynn Wuerch, 
17.
The three were flying to 
Powell River with another 
plane, a Pipe Commanche 
piloted by Phil Esnouf of 
Victoria, who had three 
passengers.
All seven were cn route to 
Campbell River for the 
opening service of a new 
Church of the Way.
The jury was told at the 
inquest that Moe en­
countered bad weather 
which would require an 
instrument rating Moe did 
not have.
John Addison, chief 
flying instructor at Victoria 
Flying Club, testified Moe 
had been his student for 
three months between 
November, 1977 and 
January,; 1978, blit had; 
.dropped out of a com­
mercial pilot program,
Moe had logged 230 
hours prior to the crash, 
while; Esnouf had some 
6,000 flying hours in, the 
jury was told.
In addition, Moe was 
rated in visual flight rule 
conditions, but the weather 
at the time required a pilot 
experienced with in­
strument navigation.
In its conclusion, the jury 
said Moe probably became 
disoriented prior to hitting 
the mountain.
The inquest was con- 
ducted by Vancouver 
coroner Wilfred Carpenter, 
an expert in the air inquest 
field. He was represented 
by Vancouver lawyer Brian 
Bastin, who made the 




Proposals arc invited for the demolition and 
removal of an elevated \vood stave water lank. 
For arrangements to view and/or full in­
formation. please contact the undersigned prior 
to proposal closing 4 p.m. December 14th, 1979. 
Approximate dimensions -■ 31 ’ diameter 25’ high 
on a 25’elevated platform,
G.L, Rogers





The following found and unclnimcd 
ariiclc.s will he auctioned on Wednesday, 
December 12th, 1979, at 3:30 p.m. in the 
Public Works Building, Ocean Avenue. 
Articles may be viewed from 3:30 p.m. 
to d:30 p.m. December llih, or im­
mediately prior to the auction.
B IJicycles, cameras, stereo receiver, 
cassette tapes, harnionlcas, motorcycle
hdmet, other mhcdlamous Items,
\ ' : Yoaarconveiiiieiic®.;:
That’s the hig reason we’ve just opened 2 new branches in the Saanich PeninsuSa.
One in Keating. One in Cordova Bay.
Both branches provide ALL the ffinaraciaB service® yon’BTraeed.
And a flot more than most other banhing facilities.
Onr staff, excperienced and helpful are eager to serve. And you can depend on them. 
We’re growing with a growing community. And it’s a good feeling.
WBiy not join us today for a better tomorrow.' / '/
' Just drop In to the brameb nearest yota.
. After all, we’re licrefoir your convenience. ;
Plaza.
Look for a new branch in the Cordova Bay
Recently opened becauise of numerous 
requests from local residents and business people, 
it is already gaining popularity.
Residents In the Cordova Bay area will want 
to meet Vanna Allen, the branch officer and her 
staff, Vanna has several years of credit union 
experience and you will find her most helpful. 
Because WE ARE here to help.
But we need your help, too. Your support. 
Your business. We’re here for your convenience.
Our Grand Opening is Saturday, 
December Bth at 10:00 a.m. See you then for 
coffee and refreahments.
The Cordova Bay branch. In the Cordova 
Bay Plaza. 5118 Cordova Bay Road. Phone 
650-5251.
Perhaps our new branch in the Seaboard 
Plaza is more convenient for you. It is now open to 
serve the residents in the Keating X Road area.
It is a sub-branch of the Brentwood Bay 
branch and Brentwood memberB can access their 
; funds Hero.^'"
Kathy Van Adrichen, the branch officer 
would liko to moot you, Kathy has more than 6 
years of credit union experience and she’s most 
capable of handlirig any of your financial needs.
In now and moot the staff. And don't 
forget the Grand Oiionlng on Saturday, 
Decombor 15th at 10:00 am Coffa® and 
refrosllimenta will ba served.
The Keating Branch. In the Seaboard Plaza.’' 
2136 Keating XRd.Phpne 652-9161 ,
• Th«Fs next t£» PeninsuliiCon»ufi)or'8 Co-op
swinkh peninsula savings credit uniun
Branch Hours: 10-5 Tuesday to Thursday 10*6 Friday 10-1 Saturday
’ ii










Whole Boneless Beef Sliced
Whole Kernel (^rh SatijS
imATioN riGHTm
::,Fro^nf;Peai:^scotchs«y.:.>;v








m , g g% . Scotch Buy. 14 fl. oz.Baans with Fork [seamLiTin.• • • 
Vegetable Oirlul™^: . 
Strawberiy Jam IJh'o^ ml]. : ■
Batlirooin Tissuo scotch Buy. • • • • • ■ 
Trash Bags “0^*20......^r:.
4; Roll $1 .09■'Pockbgb ■
$1 .99
I "Buy It A!!
I & Save”




§■ : Safeway or Fletcher*. 16 oz. [454g] Pkg.
f Pure Pork Sausage
. Gainers, Frozen. 1 lb. [454g] Pkg. * • • .
I Dinner Sausage
Olympic. Frozen. 1 lb. l454g] Pkg.
Swift Premium 
or Lazy Maple 
1 lb. (454g) Package.
Ling Cod In the Piece
Froicn. [$2.43 kg| lb. . . . ........
Boston Bluefish Fillets
Klghllnar. Froxan. 1 lb. [454g] Pkg. . .
Pepperdni Pizza
B«l*alr. Frozen. 21 oz. [494g] Pkg. . ,
,^.D^uxe';Piiza















Vinyl Coated Drip Dry





^ • -'a* . . . . . . • • • • •, — - w vi u rrvsw z eoi j ru , , . , , , , , , , . , 6m hTV w
■ Super Plus. Pkg. of 40 •
Mouthwash wrmiBti
'ew0¥ Prooyce, •, f resiier
Bic 
Twin





anampoo 175,mL size •.....
: : $1.58 
$1.58
Nivea Milk uomisi.. . . . .  .’1“
Home Perm owtteZpm.Pk,. *2‘^ 
Henna Shampoo .. M “
Smoke Detector [aur *26f
Mix or Motch
★ Washington Jumbo Yellow Onions 
★ B.C. Carrots. No. 1 Grade 
















Check out our wide selection 
of Photographic Needs
or Sul Choy. Colllornidi, 18®«k8]:', . ,1b.
25
09












Available from all 
slides except 110 size 
Prints in borderless 
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WITH THE ^iilY BEST
Holiday Foods at Safeway!
WOgtHlllll
i
In 0 quonilrv obout
certifies ore °»”"f' ;"8'. obool Gifl
Hone end lor “ "Se so welcorne os
Ccrlilicotesol our store, inev
gifts'.
Fresh Pork Side Cross Rib
Small 
Ideal for







n ' t-'sa i Fresh. Stuff fi Bake.Beef Hearts 8[$4.16 kg].. .. ib.'
Deluxe Pizza ?!S?fo840(igPkB,;; ’ 
Side Bacon^;:",^;.,,-:. , 811..
Piece Bologna^r°''“ ®®'J.16kg] ..... .8. lb
Skinless Wieners 'JrSiSl';;,..:
Olympic. Froi©n.
1 lb. [454g] Package . . . Vi
98 Canada ;erad
Dmner Sausage
^cfck Chicken Loaf TeSafeway or Fletchers.:oz. l454glPkg. . . . . . ,
Everything you want horn a store. .. and a little bit more
WHOLE. Frozen.
Head Off. ('4.36 kg). . . . . . . . . . . . . ^.Ib
Town House. 48 fl. oz. (1.36 L) tin • $






Extra Fine Grind 
1 lb. (454g) tin . . , . . . . '
Town House 
19 fl. oz. 
(540 ml) tin
Forget
Sea Trader. Chunk. Light. 6.5 oz. (1.85g) tin
I 01 ^ ^
with Cheese. Town House. 7.5 oz. (206g) box .......
Cottage CheeseiSJJvrr:’::"::.. 
Hamburger Buns rkTSp^g. of u
»»*••• ••••••••• for
Cashmere Assorted. 1 ply. 4 rolls................................
Ovenjoy Bread “."oMdK’r:.. . .299'
889'
.......75'
Mincemeat Einpr......fi.o.. fi.25Liir.iJar ...'2.99
Mincemeat Pies 2-;o';:Tr.o.i>1.,, . ,, ‘1.59 
Liquid Detergent M«..,.i,o»„.ticon.ain.r’1.79
or French Fries





Garden Cocktail 25 ri. a<.)>» mii on..
Potato Chips ?;.1X*"°''‘'8 .
Swanson.
Meat Dinners f!r.".;r«575li..
Firelogs DuroHam.. Pko. orOLog. ...






CSMSTMAS items youH need
n*.! -.i W'on«. Aiiortad C»tocoIol®t. $<% tfkft
rot Ol bold I lb. i4S4o) bo3( • • ■ ..... 4iy8
Aiiorfftd ChoeolatwB, 
DiaCK iVIagIC 1 lb. |454g| Box ....
Tiii4Ia(> '■•(Jhttt Dark. Cltocalnf®. Smilwv 
I unies ft ChuekI**. 14 01. |397h] Box .,
Mixed Nuts AIoHo.asogTin ..






Prices effective December 3 to 9






TO THE RESIDENTS 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of 
you who supported me at the polls in Central 
Saanich. While not elected this time, l am certainly 
not discouraged. My intention is to keep abreast of 
the issues, with an open mind to the welfare of the 
whole community. If nominated, I will be a can­
didate for Alderman in the next Central Saanich 
Civic election. I would also like to take this op­
portunity to thank the many people who have 
worked hard with me throughout.
aBBMBBgsaawag
Sidney RCMP and 
Sidney Lions will jointly 
sponsor the 1980 bicycle 
safety program Safety on 
Wheels.
The program begins in 
January, and all elementary 
schools in Sidney and North 
Saanich will be taking part.
Parents of pre-school 
children are advised to 
enrol their child in Little 
Wheels ‘80, a bicycle safety 
program for their age 
group.
Students of Little Wheels 
not in schools are eligible 
for this class as well.
To enrol your child, 
contact Sidney RCMP at 
656-3931. Classes will be 
held every Saturday 
morning beginning in 
January.
If you help others, you can’t help but be happy, says 
George Pearson. The 93-year-old man of 6750 Bar­
bara in Central Saanich has lived that philosophy for 
years, despite the fact that he is blind in one eye and 
has poor vision only in the other.
“But I’m healthy,’’ he insists. “Don’t have an ache 
or a pain anywhere in my body and can’t remember 
when 1 last had a cold.’’
George has been making the headlines since he 
started the Pender Island Tree of Lights more than 20 
years ago. At that time it was close to Christmas, he 
first heard that anyone who sent a $1 donation to 
CARE (Canadian American Relief Endeavor) would 
be sending 20 pounds of food to help feed the world’s 
starving.
Sorry, he told friends that Christmas, but you won’t 
get a card from me this year. Instead, George sent a 
donation off to CARE. Then he started putting lights 
on a tree on Pender Island - one for every donation he 
solicited for CARE.
Over the years, George is estimated to have raised 
about $60,000 for CARE. The Pender Island Lions 
Club took over sponsorship of the tree from Pearson a 
few years ago. “All Lions clubs contribute to CARE,’’ 
Pearson says. “It (Lions) is one of the finest 
organizations anywhere in the world.
But if Lions members are tops with George, he rates
high with them too. Ten Lions clubs together with 
Chevron Canada Ltd., George’s former employer, 
recently purchased a $ 1,700 closed circuit television set 
which magnifies print up to 50 times its original size. It 
was presented Nov. 23 to the near-blind 93-year-old 
for his use as long as he needs it.
That could be for quiet a time. Although George is 
just seven years short of a century, he still takes care of 
his large garden, visits his old home on Pender Island 
regularly with his 85-year-old wife, Edith, and enjoys 
life with a zest equal to men half his age.
He was born in Manchester, England, and came to 
Canada in 1907. He farmed in Saskatchewan for 19 
years before settling in Burnaby, B.C. in 1926. George 
retired from his job at Standard Oil and moved to 
Pender Island in 1943.
In May, 1976, George and Edith were invited to 
attend a convention in Vancouver where they met 
Thomas Kines, director of CARE, for the first time. 
He presented the couple with a plaque on vyhich the 
following words were written:
“in bringing the plight of the suffering humanity 
around the world to the personal attention of 
thousands of Canadians through the Pearson-CARE 
Christmas tree, we dedicate a CARE nutrition centre 
in Costa Rica which will henceforth be known as the 
George and Edith Pearson Nutrition Centre.”
YOUR lElliOlELITE SALES BEHLER
VfOODCUnER BARGAINS
GAS CililiW REG. LIST ’184.95
REG. LIST’134.95 M10.00
PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL DEC. 20, 1979 WHILE QUANTIIES LAST.
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Victory Lodge on 4th Street was built by Knights of Pythias during 
the 1940s.
Ideal Xmas Gift 
For The 
Whole Family:
one 13’ Playmar Shuffleboard
As new, never been used 
includes various j>amcs
Only ^535""
Phone John at 656-1151 or 656-6466 eve.
STORE HOURS
DAILY 8;30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 




Royal Oak Stove Shop
“Pardon me, sir,” the 
woman said to Stan 
Watling, “but who exactly 
are the Knights of 
Pythias?”
Watling, of Brookwood 
Drive, a member of the 
Order of Knights of 
Pythias, Victory Lodge No. 
63, Sidney, since 1941, says 
there are probably a 
number of people who are 
also mystified by the title of 
the ancient order which 
bases its lessons and builds 
its ritual largely from the 
story of the Friendship of 
Damon and Pythias. These 
historical characters lived 
some 500 years before the 
birth of Christ and were 
members of a school 
founded by Pythagoras, the 
father of Greek philosophy.
Friendship, charity and 
benevolence are the 
distinguishing principles of 
the Knights of Pythias and 
pythianism is the practical 
application of religious and 
c^ritable principles to 
’^everyday,life.'
Lbcdl - lodges V; seek 
members from all walks of 
lifci regardless of race, 
color or religion. ,The 
fraternal organization is 
114 years old and has more 
than 2,000 lodges 
throughout Canada and the 
U.S., with 55 Grand Lodges 





; Pythians support every 
kind of charity there is — 
cerebral palsys heart and 
cancer funds, sports, cubs, 
scouts.“We have donated 
to ; ^ a^^^ : ' every
organization at sorne time 
or another,” Watling says.
In Sidney, /or example, 
yictory Lodge 63 holds a 
bingo every Thursday at 
their building on 4th Street, 
with proceeds going to 
charities. From July 1978 to 
last July members raised 
between $3,300 and $3,500.
Watling moved to Sidney
in 1937. Those were the 
days when the town had 
wooden sidewalks, there 
w'as no traffic to speak of 
and Watling knew everyone 
in town. ,He owned a 
grocery store on the corner 
of 3rd and Beacon called 
Stan’s Food Centre and 
“when I walked past the 
school the kids playing 
there would holler out 
‘hello Stan’.”
He and his wife Marion 
came from Edmonton. 
“We were here for our 
honeymoon and never went 
back,” chuckled Watling. 
The couple was homesick at 
first — Mrs. Watling used 
to sit and cry when letters 
from home arrived — but it 
wasn’t long before they 
settled down and Watling 
began to take an active part 
in getting the Order 
established in Sidney,
' Shortly after members 
received their charter, — in 
the early ‘40s — Victory 
Lodge was built entirely by/ 
volunteer labor, Watling 
, says. ‘‘We’re quite proud of ■ 
our hall.”
, Watling is a past Grand 
Chancellor. Al Horton is 
Chancellor Commander of 
the Sidney lodge.
Any person interested in 
seeking further information 
about the order should 



















,i ----- 3} Home of SLJPEn savings!
V i i effective WEDNESDAY, Downtown Sidney ^
& SATURDAY yVE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS i























FOLLY COOKED HAM LB 
OLYMPIC
SWEET PICKLED CRY-O-VAC 
COmiD BEIF LB.
B.C. No. 2


















BRUSSilS SPROUTS 2 LBS.
A special gift, malted and sandwiched in glass. 







I JOB’S DAUGHTERS j
socialize, raise
Membership is open to 
girls and young women 
aged between 11 and 20 
years in Bethel No.' 4, 
International Order of 
Job’s Daughters, in Sidney.
Currently, there arc .seven 
active members and another 
five or so who attend on an 
irregular basis, says Mrs. 
R.O. Day, Guardian of the. 
organization.
Mrs. Day, 2065 Weller, 
heads the adult council 
composed of some eight or 
nine members who act ns an 
advisory group to Job’s
Seminars 
at Pat Bay 
institute
Seminars at the Institute 
of Ocean Sciences, 9860 
We.si Saanich Road, will be 
held at the following times 
during December.
•Dec. II - analysis and 
prediction of abundance of 
returning pink and sockeyc 




•Dec, 12 - Precipitation 
over the northeast Pacific 
Ocean - John Knox, former 
director, atmospheric 
environment service. This 
seminar!.«sponsored by the 
Vancouver Island .section 
ot ilte Canadian 
Meteorological and 
Occnnogi'apliic Society, 
•Dec. IR - The pre. 
electronic age of computing 
■ A,D. Booth,
All seminars will be at 
3’.05 p,m, in the 
auditorium. '
Daughters.
To be eligible for 
member.ship, girls must be 
related to a Master Mason, 
Mrs. Day says, “Wc’rc not 
a rcligipu.s organization but 
those who want to be 
members must state they 
believe in the Holy 
Scriptures.”
She stressed the 
“spiritual and inorar' 
values inherent in the 
organization whicli were 
“based on ihc Book of 
Job,”
Members enjoy 
each Olliers company 
socially and undertake 
I’utHl-raising for charities.
Installation of officer is 
held twice nmumlly, in 
January niul June. “This 
gives girls an opporlunity to 
cliitngc office and do 
different Things,” Mrs. Day 
explained.
Those interested in 
applying for membership 
should contact Mrs. Day at 
656-2592 or Mrs. Win Gait 
at 6.52-2926,
I'i* RENT THE THATCHfor your Christmas Party
25-250 Cap,
I'lill Bar Services,
Your own elmiee of music.
OverSU persons, u full English Hiiffel lahle
Mon ~ ITiurs. Call for Inidriniilion 
658-5231
468(1 Elk Luke Dr. 'im Johnson 
Royal Oak Inn. M. Simpson
aifew
ft
DINERS CLU/t Tickets are now on sale
Ask iihonl (Hir 2 for I service 
In the hemilllTil Siruilimore Dining Room 












CLOVERLEAF 3%dz. TIN 
SMOKED OYSTERS
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NESTLE'S PUDDING i< or





1 9825 - 3rd St.1 Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
1 Edltoricil « Nows Homs
1 Subscriptions
1 Closstfiod















4450A West Saanich Rd. 1
Royal Oak Shoppiniv Centro 1
For Subicrlptbns 1
Classified 1
or Display Ads 1
1 Phone 656-1151 Phone 652-4631 Phone 479-2314 1
1 NESTLES INSTANT SOUP
2 TANG
ORANGE FLAVOUR CRYSTALS
ALPHA CREAMED HONEY, u,
,1 . • ' ■ '
ISABELLA SALAD OLIVES .m










New North Saanich council [left to right] Alan Com'ford, Jay Rangel, Dermid Bingham, Eric 
Sherwood, Jim Gumming, Edgar Farthing, and Harold Parrott.
Coimcil already ‘in accord’
A new North Saanich 
council, including three new 
•aldermen and a new mayor, 
were sworn into office 
Monday night.
’ But if that first brief 
meeting is any indication, 
this council may be faced 
with the same sort of in­
fighting and b^k room 
politicking that plagued the 
;'dast. ’
I A few major surprises 
'highlighted council’s own 
choices to various boards 
and commissions, but for 
the most part, the evening 
went off without a hitch.
^ Mayor Eric Sherwood 
outlined his aims for 
council in 1980 in his 
inaugural address.
S These included: to 
determine the supply route 
and method of distribution 
of piped water to areas of 
need; to establish a fire 
protection policy for the 
southeast quadrant; and to 
direct the road maintenance 
■ program with emphasis on 
public safety.
f Sherwood also told 
council he intends to 
prepare for some expansion 
of library facilities in co­
operation with the Town of 
Sidney; to hold the line on 
taxes by good budgetry 
management; and to 
maintain and strengthen the 
concept of good land use as 
contained in the community 
plan. ■ ■ ' V;,v
Perhaps the major 
difference between Sher­
wood and former mayor 
George Westwood was best 
revealed in Sherwood’s 
plans for his own council 
and proposed relations with 
councils of “sister com­
munities’’.
Pointing to new council
members’ agreement on parks and utilities, 
such items a commercial Veteran alderman Jim 
marina expansion, the Gumming will handle the 
community plan, and the duties of chairman, while 
preservation of the his committee members will
Agricultural Land Reserve, 
Sherwood sasid, “It is 
apparent that we are ot 
such an accord that council 
cohesion is already here.”
Council cohesion, 
especially between the 
former mayor and the six 
aldermen, was a point of 
contention throughout the 
recent election.
^ Sherwood stressed, 
“many positive and 
relatively short council 
meetings should result.”
He added it is his in­
tention to work more 
closely with Sidney and 
Central Saanich councils, 
and Saanich school board; 
/“There are pprrimOn 
pfol3lems which, in my 
: view i are more; completely
include Harold Parrott, 
Alan Cornford, and Jay 
Rangel.
Committee A — the 
planning, zonings and land 
use commiteee —- will be 
chaired by Edgar Farthing 
with Dermid Bingham, 
Cornford and Sherwood as 
members.
The finance and per­
sonnel committee will meet 
as the committee of the 
whole under the chair­
manship of the mayor until 
the budget is finally 
adopted in May. This will 
give council members the 
opportunity to take part in 
budget debate.
Meanwhile, in other 
contmittee; positions ap- 
; pointed by ; the may or,
resolved ^by V such- do- i Harold Parrott will chair 
operation father than by : the fire committee with
acting in isolation or with Bingham as another 
regibhaf district; in- member.;
volvement,” he said. v A special committee
Again, in the immediate called the select emergency 
past at least, the peninsula services requirement 
municipalities have not committee will also be 
always.been on the best of headed by Parrott with Jay 
terms. Rangel as council’s other
Sherwood also told the member, 
new council he would be
You 're d hard man to replace, Mayor Norma 
Sealey told outgoing alderman Jerry 
Tregaskis when she presented him with a 
plaque at Monday night's inaugural meeting 
of coun cil.
operating, it at a reduced 
level of procedural for­
mality, “in order to allow a 
reasonable interchange.”
■ The number of standing 
committees were also 
reduced by the mayor — 
some by consolidation and 
some by elimination.
For Instance, the utility 
committee will now be 
included in committee B —- 
public works, recreation,
Under council ap­
pointments, Aid. Gumming 
accused other aldermen of 
“a well organized campaign 
against him” following his 
defeat in his bids for both 
the director’s seat on the 
Capital Regional District, 
and the member’s seat on 
the CRD water com­
mission.
H p w ever, Mayor 
Sherwood stopped
Camming before lie could
say any more, and brought 
council back to the business 
at hand,
Gumming was defeated 
for the ; CRD director’s 
chair by newcomer Harold 
Parrott, and for the water 
commission position by 
another newcomer —■ Alan 
Cornford.
In both cases, Aid. Edgar 
Farthing nominated 
Cumming’s opponents.
However, Gumming was 
consoled with the fact he 
was named alternate for 
both positions.
Jay Rangel will be North 
Saanich council’s 
representative on the 
recreation commission, 
while Farthing will take on 
the duties of representative 
to the Vancouver Island 
Regional Library board.
The > deputy;- mayorship 
will be filled on a rotating 
basis': with each alderman
spending two months in the 







Colour your way 





An $82,00 value, yours for $15,00 with any 
Estee Lauder Christmas fragrance pur­
chase,
i JHvory niglit is a holiday night... whon you look your 
bcisti So do yoursoll a wondortui parly favour — and 
draw Iho night lightsyour way with EstooLaudor's 
Pcrfoct Nights Colloctlon. In ono box aro all tho 
makings Ota fabulous evening ,, Enough exciting 
nrakoup colours to really light up the night!
3 Prat'*)! Iy*ll() tli««lowii (rtua pnnl ■ illky lln* powriitr ihndow* 
onillhiooniwrtoB lipnpplltaloi wanUi.
3 Aulomiitk Cr«m» tyBilmilowl ■ Iona lenllnutclo'ir llml ucw* an 
lUrntronm,
Cf»(n« Hluiillolit«r’ octimli oiidtiiflhllula* nyu* wlthuflamy- 
unootli toloui. ,
tuitraui Rull-On MoKciia ■ aw»* you thltk, In nn lO'
iilunl. .
PaMih»(ilR*r<n«mun(«llqia<IMnk*up ■ *lt*«r«»t, fno»(
ptolBttlvuf.ovaraoB
iolt fllrnComiiBcl u«omy <>m»k Slukh, (illasl wllhitliln#.
KE'NUTRIV HIt.h Rich tlpilUk ■ gIvBi |l|i« r.roomy rUhtnliHir;
(00,
(’III* 0 luiiiily ‘'Tiiitol*#" mUroflo *11(1 In ymir flyi*iilnOli<io,
To collect your Pot toot NiahlsColloillibn, come to tlio 
„ Eitco Lauder beauty counter between Doc. 5 and
Unlike most petitioners 
to council who point out 
community safety 
problems, E;R. Gait, of 
G.W.G. Rentals Ltd., 
Brentwood Bay, suggested 
possible solutions to each tof 
them at Monday night’s 
meeting of Central Saanich 
council,
Gait ennumerated the 
problems as; power and 
telephone poles on Keating 
X Road; the school crossing 
al Central Saanich Road 
and Keating; the parking 
space adjacent to the Lions 
Hall on East Saanich Road.
In the first instance, Gait
said, his company would 
make available, free of 
rental charge, 15 lighted 
flashing barricades for the 
most dangerous poles. The 
barricades would be 
available until March 30, 
1980.
Secondly, as a temporary 
measure, Gait suggested the 
placing of speed bumps on 
either side of the road 
crossing at Keating and 
Central Saanich Road. This 
would slow down traffic.
The letter was referred to 
the public works committee 
where it will be considered 
next Monday,
It was an emotional moment in council 
chambers when Mayor Norma Sealey 
presented Mrs. Peter Grant with a plaque, on 
behalf of her husband who died recently in 
plane crash. Grant served the community 





The pace of buying and selling property has cased 
off somewhat since late spring and summer, 
leaving a reduced number of homes for sale. This 
is not.stirprisinE since the high interest rates have 
caused people to defer the decision to sell the 
Itousu they presently occupy tor one more ex­
pensive where such has to be financed by wtiy ot a 
mortgage. Nevertheless Real Bslale still coni imtes 
to be a very sound investment, and what appears 
to be high prices now, will, in a very few years, be 
regarded with nostalgic recollection.
Whether Selling or Buying, call 
656-3928
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
or visit the friendly staff at 
2348 Boacon Avonuo
in
Council has (1 luimbcr of 
issnes facing it in the 
coming year, Sidney Mayor 
Norma Sealey told 
aldermen at Monday 
nighl’sjiiniigiiral meeting, 
Revision of the com- 
numity plan, the break- 
warer pio|)osal and cun* 
timmtion of the regional 
tnntk water line arc nratters 
of importance aldermen 
will be facing.
qther decisions / for 
council include a proposal 
to expand tbe regional 
llliraiy fadlities and one to 
expand recreational 
facilities at Panorama 
I.eisurc Centre; programs 
for public works and park 
d e V e 10 p m e ri t s, ti n d 
problems with traffic, both 
internally and in con­
junction with neigliboiing
DocetrnbnrlS. But burry ■ 
as our supply!




Mon.-Sal, 10 a.ni. • 5 p.m.
Family Restaurant
8U VEUIMI U. BULN I WOCIIl BAY
FOR CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN - TAKE OUT
bpen Daily at 11 a.m.




Mayor Sealey said 
preliminary discussions 
wilb North Saanich Mayor 
Uric Sherwood had in­
dicated a joint desire for the 
two immicipaliiics to work 
more closely together. Wc 
have a good deal itt com- 
mon, 1 Took forward to a 
closer workiitg relationship 
with North Saanich, the 
mayor said.
The mayor's ap­
point inenl.s to standing 
committees included Aid. 
Ross Martin as council's 
breakwater committee 
representative. The break­
water situation required n 
good deal of diplomacy and 
public relations and for this 
reason I shall be appointing 
one of onr most ex­
perienced aldermen to he,ad 
tliat eommlliee, Mayor 
Sealey told coimcil prior to 
her anncninccrncnt of 
aptunmmenis,
Martin also heads 
committee A, a.sslstcd by 
Aid. Harold Norquay and 
Aid. Glen McMillan. AW, 
Pen rthicr' <'hidrf ’’imiv 
mittee 11, with Aid, Daryl 
Ashby and Aid. Eleanor 
Stowerhy, Other np- 
pointnienls: ITrewnrdens’
committee, Ethicr and Aih-




Council appointments on 
the mayor's recom­
mendations: regional boijrd 
director, Mayor Sealey; 
regional board alternate, 
Norquay; GVLRA director, 
Mayor Sealey; GVLRA 
a 11 c r n a i e, Martin; 
Pcniii.suln Water Com­
mission nominee, Norquay; 
Peninsula Recreation 
Commission nominee, Ash­
by; chairman, advisory 
planning commission, 
McMillan; V.L Regional 
Library representative, 
Sowerby, Local court oE 
revision, Mayor Sealey, 
Martin, McMillan, 
Sowerby.
The mayor told council 
tin*current inember-al-large 
on the Peninsula Recreation 
Commissimr, Bob Hope, 
apparently did not want to 
serve another term and she 
recommended council ask 
the school board to appoint 
a representative to the 
cor(;nvd>'''lbn,
Council, however, 
preferred to do the 
chnofiing and school trustee 





THere‘^s still time to have your family 




Architect's sketch of Trident Aircraft Ltd.'s manufacturing plant for Trigull. Con­
struction IS already under way at location at western foot of Beacon A venue.
Trident fights on
Trident Aircraft Ltd. of 
Sidney, the company that is 
the hope for a;n aircraft 
industry- in Western 
Canada, is fighting for its 
financial life.
While production 
continues, Trident is at­
tempting to obtain an 
infusion of $6.2 million 
from the federal and 
provincial governments, for 
which it will in turn put up a 
further $1.6 million itself.
Apparently, Trident has 
run into a cash problem and 
needs more “up-front” 
'money from the B.C. 
Development Corporation 
(BCDC),' a provincial 
crown corporation, and the 
Enterprise Development 
Board (EdB), a federal unit 
under the department of 
industry, ' Trade and 
Commerce that invests in 
private business ventures.
Spearheading the 
negotiations with Ottawa is 
Ron Huntington, federal 
small business and industry 
minister and MP from 
Capalano. " ^
; However, Huntington is 
running imp opposition 
from federal bureaucrats
who want to pull out of the
deal altogether. The 
bureaucrats have decided, 
Tident’s method of 
production won’t work and 
have recommended against 
further financing.
BCDC and Trident in- 
venstors, with orders on the 
books' and the prospect of 
good sales once the plane is 
ready, want to go ahead 
with production. But to do 
so means initial costs for 
the project probably some 
$20 million — most of it 
loans from public funds.
Trident reportedly owes 
$11.5 million to BCDC, the 
federal government, and 
the Royal Bank, whose 
loans have been guaranteed 
by the federal government.
However, chief executive 
officer of Trident, Jerry 
Vaverek, denies owing even 
‘ ‘one-third that much’ ’.
Vaverek said the whole 
operation hasn’t even cost 
that much and the report is 
“patently untrue.” ' :
Nevertheless, Trident has 
enlisted the provincial 
government to help it with a 
new proposal to the federal 
cabinet to borrow from 
;Ottawa. v,;;. ':' ;
. The proposal would see
Trident put up 20 per cent 
of the additional funds, 
BCDC 40 per cent, and 
Ottawa the remaining 40 
percent.
Huntington will take the 
idea to the cabinet’s 
economic committee this 
week. '
The request has over­
tones much larger than that 
of the company’s future. At 
stake is the pos.sibility of 
270 permanent jobs, and 
112 existing positions, in 
addition to the chance for a 
west coast aircraft industry.
Trident’.s problem in 
convincing the Ottawa 
people comes from its 
decision to manufacture its 
own parts instead of sub­
contracting the work out as' 
had been originally 
planned.
Investors, led by Dueck 
Motors owner Alan Eyre, 
say that when they looked 
for sub-cohstraclors they 
cpuldnT find any that were 
suitable and so decided to 
do the work themselves, '
But buying machinery, 
and: setting up the plant 
took all vthe available 
money,: so Trident—-
backed by BCDC and the 
province — went back to 
EDB for more.
This is where EDB 
balked. “This department 
invests taxpayers’ money,” 
federal industry, trade and 
commerce official Bernard 
Shaw explained.
“We are expected to be 
good judges and put money 
where it will bring the 
greatest return, but at the 
same time take risks outside 
normal business.
“We felt they (Trident) 
had a very good plan, but 
changed the deal so we 
don’t know what the new 
plan is. Instead of sub­
mitting a new one to us,,the 
company has thrown its 
hands up in despair and is 
using governments to get 
more money.”
However, Vaverek denies 
all this. He said he gave 
Trident’s plan to Shaw in 
July, “and he just never 
agreed with it.” ■
‘‘I’m tired of playing silly 
games with those cats down 
there,”, said Vaverek.-
Either they should fund it 
properly or we’ll; have to; 
build it on bur owik’’ v
Foreswearing all bribery, 
corruption or intimidation, 
pledging allegiance to the 
Queen and with Divine 
blessing on their head, three 
Central Saanich aldermen 
Monday night resumed the 
seats on council they have 
held for the past two years.
Aid. Percy Lazarz, Frank 
Waring and Dick Sharpe 
were sworn in by Judge F.S. 
Green after which the 
blessing was invoked by the 
Rev. Ivan Futter.
Although it was an 
inaugural meeting, Mayor 
Jean Butler, who has been 
ill, did not give the 
inaugural address. Acting 
mayor Earle Tabor said 
that would come in January 
when, it is expected. Mayor 
Butler will again occupy the 
chair.
From a slate of nine 
names of volunteers who 
had offered to serve on the 
police commission, council 
chose five for submission to 
the provincial attorney- 
, general’s department. From
the quintet the department 
will choose one name.
The five selected by secret 
ballot of aldermen were 
A.A. Nichols, H.M. Miller, 
R.R. O’Genski, Fred C 
Clarke and Eric W. Lewis.
The other names were: 
W.E. Clagards, E. Fallick, 
R.E. Henely, Lea King.
B. Bickford and R. 
Stanley-Jones were re­
elected to the advisory 
planning commission for 
three-year terms and John 
G. Bones was chosen for 
one year to replace J.P.M. 
McAvity who has moved 
away from the 
municipality.
Other aspirants to 
positions on the com­
mission were: R. Carson, 
R. Henley, H. Miller, P. 
McIntosh, L. Pugh, T. 
Rackam, W. Reid and T. 
Scott.
The same committee slate 
as in 1978 was re-elected by 
the members of council'.
Committees and
chairmen: accommodation 
and maintenance. Aid. 
Waring; budget and 
legislation. Aid. Waring; 
finance and personnel. 
Mayor Butler; parks and 
recreation. Aid. Sharpe; 
public works. Aid. Lazarz; 
sewer. Aid. Tabor; sub­
division and zoning. Aid. 
MacFarlane; urban transit. 
Aid. Hill; water. Aid. Hill; 
agriculture. Aid. 
MacFarlane; fire. Aid. 
Lazarz; health and welfare. 
Aid. Sharpe; library. Aid. 
Tabor; public information. 
Aid. Hill.
Aid. Sharpe 'will be 
council’s representative on 
the court of revision with 
Aid. MacFarlane as 
alternate; Aid. Tabor and 
Aid. MacFarlane on V.I. 
Regional Library Board; 
Aid. Hill and Mayor Butler 
on Capital Regional District 
board of directors and Aid. 








. >' (.J ^
Waddling Dog Inn
This Week’s Special
Soup or Solod 
Roost Rock of 
Lonjb Provencal 
Sarroiogo Chips ^ 
& Fresh Vegetable ^ 
Pear Belle Helene 
Coffee or Tec 11 $5
2476M«.N»wlonX 652*1146 
On Pofricia Boy Hlghwoy, 5 MIIm From Fsrty 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE, CHARGEX
The possibility of a major 
resort-hotel on some 200 
acres of commercial 
recreational land in Centred 
Saanich is raised in a brief 
which will be submitted to a 
B.C. Tourist Forum to be 
held in Victoria on 
Thursday.
Prepared by Aid. David 
Mill, who will make the, 
presentation, the brief 
pojnts out that the land in 
question is designated as 
environmentally sensitive 
by the official community 
plan and(^ zoned as a 
development permit area 
under the - 3.C. .Municipal 
Act.-:;-;
The brief states the land 
in the commercial 
recreatipnal areia is set Eiside 
for iqw“er(s!fy:use.such ^
; display:^ . g^^
courses, riding academies. 
Its high-density use is 
confined to motels, lodges 
andmarinas.-
“There is no major 
resort-hotel west of 
Harrison Hot Springs and 
south of Island Hall in 
Parksville. These lands in 
Central Saanich would lend 
themselves favorably to a 
resort-hotel type of 
operation. It could include 
a marina, convention 
centre, golf course, riding 
and hiking opportunities,” 
the brief states.
However, there were 
some shortecbmings with 
- the tourist industry in the 
Central: Saanich area and 
they included lack of clearly 
defined sighs on Highway 
:; 1T hnd • 17 A; theTack oLan 
overpass at thii corner 6f 
the highway and Keating X:
Road no tourist in­
formation, centre on the 
Saanich Peninsula showing 
traffic routes, camping 
facilities and tourist at­
tractions.
The brief will point out 
that tounst leaving 
downtown Victoria and 
heading north to B.C. 
Ferries or Butchart Gar­
dens, find it confusing as 
Blanshard, Douglas and 
Highway 17 are all the same 
arterial road. Change all 
three names to Highway 17, 
the brief will suggest.
It would greatly assist the 
municipalities- if special 
provincial grants were 
, provided to help defray 




NEW RETAIL SPACE 
NOW LEASING
9843 Second
. . ■ ■ ■ , ^ T-.-' ■ T'- ■^
Areas from 570- 10,500 sq. ft.
Occupancy: April 1980.
Excellent location for restaurant, beauty salon, 
dry cleaner, etc. to service 36 appartments above.
Dick Lawson 
388-6258
North Saanich’s four 
outgoing council members 
were honoured with 
commemorative plaques 
presented by Mayor Eric 
Sherwood on behalf of the 
municipality at Monday 
night’s inaugural council 
meeting.
Sherwood had words of 
praise for each of the 
outgoing members, while 
they in turn took the op­
portunity t6 lend parting 
words of advice to the new 
council.
Sherwood called John 
Lapham one of the most 
knowledgeable men in 
North Saanich who “will be 
missed.” Sherwood 
suggested Lapham may 
have some input into 
council decision-making in 
an advisory capacity with 
the planning commission.
O.B. Philp was credited 




Central Saanich council 
njlopted a provisional 
budget Monday night which 
.shows expenditures of 
$2,769,119.
The budget is about the 
.same as that for 1978 with 
the addition of $100,000 
more in Tontingcncy fund.s 
to meet the rise in co.sts of 
salaries in the coming year,
Breakdovi/'n of the 
provision budget Is ns 
follows; general govern­
ment, $277,100; protection 
to persons and property, 
$592,022; irnnsporlntion 
services, $725,880; social 
welfare, $97,800; planning 
service,s, $41,800; recrea­
tion and euUurnl services, 




detail the h,u!ga v.ill be
ratified about the third 
meeting in January,
accord” with council and 
will be “sorely missed” said 
Sherwood.
Philp said he thought 
council was on an upward 
swing now, and wished 
them the best of luck.
Aid. Bob Thompson was 
thanked for his support in 
helping Deep Cove and 
North Saanich make the 
transition to a municipality.
Thompson in turn said he 
did his best to get water out 
to North Saanich, and told 
council, “Remember, 
you’re not .speaking for 
yourself only, but for 1400 
other people.”
Finally, Sherwood ex­
tended praise to former 
mayor George Westwood 
whom he said had worked 
long and hard for North 
Saanich — despite recent 
election rhetoric.
Westwood responded 
that this ended five years of 
public service ’in North 
Saanich and it find been 
“an absorbing experience.”
However, he also warned 
,;ouncil that they faced 
tough decisions ahead of 
them.
Council must now be 
re,sponsible for an 
assessment worth .some 
$280 million -- “and thaiVs 
a lot of responsibility,” he 
,suid. , '
He would like to sec the 
new council take serious 
action on an emergency 
program “which goes
beyond a simple bylaw — 
which is only word,” said 
the former mayor, ,
He would also like to see 
an organization to combat 
disasters of the magnitude 
of Cranbrook and 
Missassauga.
Finally, he said it is
important that council 
make decisions concerning 
phase three of the water 
plan.
“You will need all the
constructive help and luck 
you can reasonably expect 







Includos sit-down gourmet dinner 
- party favors.
DANCE TO THE SOUNDS OF 
RAY MARQUEHE 
Still a Few Tickets Left 
For information 656-1176
Ray will be appearing 
in The Lounge nightly 
at 8:00 p.m. starting Dec. llth.
MACLEOD'S
2488 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-S921
December Siam Hours
OPEN Every Friday Night till 9:00 p.m,
OPEN Sundays • Dec. 9, 16, 23
(I.O'a.m.10 5 p.m.) ;;,
OPEN Wed., Dec, 19, Thurs. Dec. 20, Fri., Dec. 21
, 8:30 a.m. '• 9,p.m. ':
Vancouver Island faces a possible shortage 
of electrical energy now* New submarine 
power lines cannot be placed in service until 
1983* Meanwhile, who can help? 
Wbrking togethei; we aU canr^-^^ou and
What's Hydro doing? 
Basic conservation.
At Hydro, we arc pntcticinf? what we preach: using 
leas electricity, In a two-year pcrkxl, total energy 
consumption in our Vanconver Island offlce.s aiid 
warehou.se.s has liccn reduced hy an average of 17%. 
'Hicsc savings were not hraught alxjut by any dramatic 
new technology. Tliey were the result ot simple, 
common sense conservation measures any homeowner 
can put into practice. A slight lowering of daytime 
thermostat settings. G>nsidenibly lower temixmitures 
at night. Eliminatit)n of unneces.5ary lighting, b.)wer 
hot water temperatures. And, of course, cnergy- 
efflcient dc.sign and insulation in all new constnictlon. 
And, through energy martngement seminars and 
technical consultation. Hydro is also passing along its 
rinding.s on energy conservation to commercial, 
industrial And residential u.sef.s tluoughout 
Vancouver Island.
How can you help?
By minimizing electrical use 
during the 5 to 7 p.m. peak.
Tire Island’s electrical shortage Incomes most critical 
during this w;ak perkxl—the time when most hotnes 
are busiest. Yer a lot of <«.ir daily electrical tasks can 
easily lx takert care f)f outside tlic fjcnk pcrkxl. Here 
are senne specific 8uggestion.s, and you will have 
cneri,»y-saving Ideas of your own.
• Set the house rhermnsmt hark five degrees Celsius 
(8“F) while ctxiking. Yoti’ll save energy--and your 
kitchen will Ise more comfortable.
• Hot water is one of the prime energy users at peak 
time. Use cold water whenever possible. You'll .save 
numey while reducing the 
chance of a shortage.
« leave dish wa.shing until 
Inter in the evening.
• l)o the laundry before or 
after the jx’ak
pcrkxl—-or early in the rhoming,
• "nte same goes for your shower.
, And your shampex). If you do it later at 
night or early in the morning, you’ll avert 
, ^mother important peak use of hot water, 
Plan complete oven meals, if you are 
going to use the oven at all, 'riiint way you can save 
energy from range top elements. _
• Self-cleaning ovens can do 
tltelr job during any otlrcr 
time of day.
® Switch off unwatclred
rclevlsion sets 
and unused lights.
\ ® S:tve the ironing for an off«ix'nk 
time, or for that rainy Sunday 
aftenHxrn.
• Christmas lights are a traditional 
I. part of the festive season. Turn
them oni only after 7 p.m,
More Inforirtatlon. If you'd like other ideas on energy 
conservation—at txjak rime or any time—call us at 
yoiir nearest Hydro ofOce. It’s 
n time to work together. '
aC.HYDRO
HiiiJ itt (1 i.tiit.'i i.f ill miImim) VitiiuiiivFi bluiHi iiFopk ulxnit 
ihn »l\orf«Kr uf ^iKtriciil i!ncr(jv, and (tkpeUve rnttilwx!* nf
c<m»ivitT8 »rncfH:y «•» rnliic* (kmand,
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BUTIIR BROTHERS SUPPIIES LTD. has 
0 number of storage lots for rent. 
Each unit lOO’xlSO' will bo fenced to 
requirements of tenant. Secluded 






Upon instructions of the 
vendor this property has> 
been reduced in price again. 
Built in 1970. 3 bdrm. 
bungalow, 1168 sq. ft., 
separate utility roorti, 
sundeck off kitchen, 50x123 
lot iri a very convenient 





1) .5 Acre lot on Tsaykum 
Rd. 1 block from Pat Bay. 
Water is in. Has not been 
perc tested. Beautiful oak 
trees. Aski'i'S $32,000.
2) .5 acre lot at Ardmore 
Dr. and Falkirk. Well is 
already in. Passed perc in 
1976. Lovely treed setting.
■■.$32,800."
3) .90 acre lot on, Dalkeith 
' Rd. Beautifully treed. Road
iiot in at present but plans 
are underway. Assuinable 




2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
NEW LISTING 
This solid older home is 
located in the Experimental 
Farm area, and does have 
water views. Large kitchen, 
dining and living room, 
three bedrooms, basement, 
and good workshop. Good 
possibility of sub-dividing 




Please call me if you have a 
good home, with seclusion, 
up to $150,000, in the 




OCEAN VIEWS ■ 
From this large, well kept 
home. Sitting on two 55 x 
100 foot lots in Sidney 
House has 1484 sq. ft. on 
one floor. With 3 Brs. large 
kitchen with built-in oven & 
counter-top stove,, deck 
from diningroom, living 
room with fireplace, family 
room. The full basement is 
drywalled & ready for 
development. You’ 11 find 
many extras throughout. 
Close to parks and shop­
ping. Priced at $69,900.
To View Call 
656-3924 656-18811
Darlene Pedersen
AVACObo VIKING STOVE, $250; 
large beautifully mounted cariboo 
head, radio record • T.V. com­
bination: size 40 short men's quality 
clothing: toys plants, fly tying 
equipment and miscellaneous. 656- 
7662. 49
ONE PAIR of good radial snow tires 






FUJICA ST801. 35 mm SLR, case and'
UV filter, $195; Rokkoman classical 
guitar with cose, $100. 656-1416. 49
LARGE CANNING TOMATOES. Last of 
the season. 20 lbs. $5. Valentino 
Farm, 1628 John Rd., Sidney. 49
REP FACTORCanorles. 656-3194, 49
KNITTED AFGHAN, ideal Christmas '




Applications will be received by the 
undersigned from suitably qualified 
persons for a part-time Clerk II 
(Clerk-Typist) position In a Secondary 
School on the Saanich Peninsula, 20 
hours per week. 11 months peryeor. 
This position requires o person with 
average or better skills and 
knowledge in typing, recordkeeping 
ond routine oHice practice. The 
starting wage is $5.66 per hour, 
increasing to $6.18 per hour on 
January 01,1980.
Application forms are available from 
the School Board Office, 656-1111. 
Closing date for applications is 12 
o'clock noon, Docember 10, 1979. If 
you presently have on application on 
file and are interested In the 
position, please phone ond hove your 





No. 63 (Saanich) 
P.O. Box2010 
Sidney, British Colombia 
V8L 3S4 
49
UNWANTED HAIR. yan\she6 away 
with Saca-Polo. Saca-Pelo is dif­
ferent. It does not remove or dissolve 
hair from the surface, but penotrotes 
and retards growth of UNWANTED 
HAIR. Lor-Beer Labs. Ltd.. 9-712 
Robson St.. Voncouver, B.C. V6Z 1A2.
48
MATCHING APT. SIZE fridge and 




Located ; just south of 
;'Sidney; we;haye a; 7.50 acre 
property. ' Current< zoning 
allows for 2 acre lots. The 
property not only offers 
seaviews but also has _ 
small section on the ocean. 




Thii immaculate 3 bedroom 
home is situated on a quiet 
cul de sac only 1 block from “ 
the sea and rriarinas. Only 6 
years old, it has ensuite 
plumbing, fuU partiaUy 
finished basement and 1240 






Affordable Town "House 
with 1150 sq. ft. of living 
space. 3 bedrooms, bath & 
Vi. Compact kitchen. Patio 
doors off livfng room to a 
good sized garden. 
Property is fenced and also 
has good size storage shed. 




19" SANYO COLOR TV, $250: 
Technics turntable, $120: Technics 50 
watt amplifier, $200; Electrolux 
vacuum cleaner, $120; men's wooden 
X-C skis new, size 9*/a boots, $70; 
womans fibreglas X-C skis size 6 
boots. $70: child’s 2-wheel bicycle 
with stabilizers, $25; chiids folding 
table, 2 chairs, $25; 5-strlng banjo 
with case, $75; alarm clock radio, 
$10; yoghurt maker, $15; coffee 
maker. $20. All good condition. Ring 
652-4063. 50
PRINTER with offset or Letter press 
experience. Well equipped in­
dependent shop. Phone 847-3220 
See-More Printing, Box 460 Smithers 
B.C 50
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN REQUIRED 
by Community’Nowspaper; attractive 
salary, plus bonus scheme. Beautiful 
Lakes District of B.C. Phone 692-7526 
or write: Bill Graham Box 309, Burns 
Lake, B.C. VOJ 1EO. 
OFFICE RECEPTIONSST/TYPIST ac 
counting an asset. Includes week-end 
hours. Resume required by 17th Dec. 
1979. Apply to Westport Marina, 2075 
Tryson Rd., R.R. #3, Sidney, B.C. V8L 
3X9. 49
MSOH&LS
MT. NEWTON HEIGHT subdivision of
Haldon is private property and no 
unauthorized person is permitted to 
cut and remove trees and wood, 
stones, rock, soil or gravel. Anyone 
cought doing so will bo diarged by 
owner. The property is under sur­
veillance. Signed Property Monager. 
50 _
SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE
ASSOCIATION, services for the 
family, Indlvlduol, morriago and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Holl). 50
EOMS SERVICES 3 
ECBiPMEIII FOR SMiE...
___ _ uAiitenRUBBAGG, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and.cloon-up jobs. Phone 
552-4035.
CRIMPED WIRE CHIMNEY BRUSH. 
Save time, money and prevent liras. 
Sample prices • 6" round • ^17.80; 7" 
round ■ $19.85; 6" round ■ $21.90; 5" 
square - $25.25 : 8" square - $26.90; 
10" : square - $29.75. All sizes
available. Prices available send 
cheque plus sales tax or odd $2.00 lor 
C.O.D. To drawer "H", Donahue 
Industries Lid., #5, 518 Tranqulllo 
Rood, Komloops, B.C. 49
As a result of intensive 
investigations, ■ Central 
Saanich police have charged
RETIRED CANADIAN WIDOWER 56, 
wishes to moot energetic lady 
companion, 35*55 years of age. 
Interested in travel ond outdoors. 
Reply with recent snapshot it 
available. Replies strictly con- 
lidentlal. No tritlors, smokers, 
tamilios or dating services please, it 
is understood that a brief mall reply 
requires courage and would bo 
difficult tor Iho lady, but would be 
more sincere to both. Later marriage 
possible, but not a consideration at 
present. 1 am healthy, 5‘10 slim, 
intelligent, with a sense of humor 
and no ties. Reply to Box D, The 
Review. 49
MRS. JACEA. Psychic reader in Tarot 
and Palms. Write problems and full 
dote of birth with $10.00 to: 2633 East 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. V5K 
1Z5. Phone 255-3246. 49
1969 CAT 950 Grapple and Bucket.
good tires. ROPS. Serviced and ready 
to go. Gibson's, B.C. $47,500. 1975 
KOMATSU D55S, 24" Tree Shear, 
Bucket, Bush guarded, low hours, 
Now U/C, oxcollont condition. Prince 
George. $63,000: 1975 CLARK 667 
SKIDDER, now tiros, Cummins power, 
reconditioned, Grande Prairie, 
$29,500; 1975 KOMATSU D55S with 
standard bucket, with fully enclosed 
cab, BOV. U/C. Excellent condition, 
Vancouver, $34-,500. Phone 324-2446 
or 853-0950. 49
ROME SERVICES S.
■ EQIIIFMERT FOR SRU
riL
ti' LEFT. BRAND NEW MetaP 
newstonds, never used, sot up for 15c'| 
but con 'be changed. Ideol - lor 
community newspapers. We hove 1?' 
,of these newstonds for solo at $100. 
joach. Write Times Printing and 
Publishing. 1422 Pembroke Ave.,; 
North Vancouver V7P 251 or phone _ 
980-7531 days, 922.7751 evenings. 13- 
If .
MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES, 
356 weekly possible in only 2 hrs. 
work at homo. Start immediately. 
Free information. Mrs. Jones, R.R. 
#2, Box 13. C.W., Sidney, B.C. V8L 
351. 50
BARTENDER'S SERVICES available. 
Christmas parties, etc. Phono 652*
2453. ......................... .. ,_________
-TnUxi'iiwilViiii
S80B 1974 CASE 8 ft. Extenda Hoe
with John Deere Controls. Rebuilt 
transmission, brakes, rear-end. 
Good condition, $15,000 firm. Phone 
845-2046. 49
AS NEW BEAUTIFUL ROLLEIFLEX 
camera in leather case,. 3.5 lens, 
$500. Reply to Box E. 49
36" ENTERPRISE oil stove; 2 - 45 gol. 
tanks with oil and stands, $150 or 
ofter. 479-3300. - 49
RETIRED GENTLEMAN for odd jobs - 
two hours weekly year round. Deep 
Cove area. Character references 
appreciated. Must understand fully 
iown mower and weed eaters. Reply 
to Box C, c/o Sidney Review. 49
:: ■.;.: .> >
/f ' i
ri: iiriiciuS opportunity/ fo^
I some6rie.;!ri40;000. :.
, JOHN:BRUCE 





This stEriely; older ^ solid, 
immdculatey 3 bdnn home 
has full basemenL lOOf amp 
wiring, fireplace, septate 
dining rdom,|lafgri:dpuble 
icarport rind;; ri host of qx 
tras; Only;!; block ff bin the 
sea / in priirie quiet area. 




MIXED FIREWOOD, $60 per cord. 
Phone 656-6850 ask for Al or Jim. Coll 
after 6 p.m. 49
SIDNEY B.Ci,658W.i
REAL ESTATE 





Two duplex ; zoned lots. 
Siturited oh quiet cul-de-sric 
seconds away from ocean. 
Within/walking distance to 
dowiitov/n Sidney. Priced 




DOORSI B.C.'s Lowest prices! Pro- 
hung Interior, $19.90: solid exterior 
pre-hung, $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet bi-foIds, $13.90; Canada's 
largest selection. Write or phone for 
further information to Walker Door 
Ltd.. 266-7211, 1366 S.w: Marine 
Drive, Vancouver, V6P 5Z9 or 985- 
••9714, ’1589 Gordon Avenue, North 
Vancouver, V7P 3A5. tf
SAANICH PENINSULA SAVINGS 
CREDIT UNION requires 2 tellers for 
the Sidney branch. Experience an 
asset. We offer good starting salary, 
benefits, ond worliing conditions plus 
room for advancement., For an In­
terview call 656-1116. TuestoSot. 49




SMALL WOODBURNING stove, like 






FEDERATED CO-OP DOWNIE STREET 
SAWMILLS Division requires two 
millw/rights T.Q,: two sayditters T.Q. 
Pleose forward resume of work 
history and personal data to: Dale 
Hurren, Personnel • Supervisor, 
Downio Street Sawmills, Box 1300, 
Revelstoko. b:C.V0E2S0. 49
^ NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR
CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be mode to the 
Director of Vital Stotistics for a 
change of name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of Nome 
Act." by me:— Alexander Francis 
Olenick of #5 - 640 Esquimalt Road in 
Victoria, in the Province of British 
Columbia, os follows:—To change my 
nome from Alexander Fronds 
Olenick to Alexander Kennth 
Olenick. Doted this 1s1 day of Nov., 
A.dT 1979. • A.K. Olenick. 49
ROTATING T.V. ontonoe and 
[ tronic automatic rotator, 




THE BLUE ARMY requires 0 quolified '
electrician and roofer, (burold or tor 
and gravel) for the%Sl<kT|0y area.. 
Phono385-7755. V ' 50;
r.:'
'',::;.iy::AGENCiE:s:.r:r;
2481 Beacon / 656-3951 
REALESTATE /
■':: /■ / INSURANCE
/■■■;. ■.-■,^ SIDNEY ;
Three bedroom townhouse.
1 '/j baths. Good storage 
area. Fenced yard facing 
southwest. $36,6Cp.OO
OPENHOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m.
’ at'-;'
vista Del Mar 
10016 Third St.
Several brand new ‘ suites 
available, take this one for 
example •—2 bdrms, wall to 
wall carpet, colored ap 
pliances, view, beautifully 
decorated, thermoglass 
sliding door lb balcony. Al 





No ■ step bungalow - 3 
bedrooms, electric heat; 2 
car insulated and heated 





!4 - 1 ac/ parcels bii south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500.
Karel Drost 656-2427
GOOD USED FURNITURE and 
mlscollaneous for sale. Sidney Nearly 
New old a Antiques. 9781 - 2nd 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C: 656-3511,; . 49
NEW AND GOOD USED t 
ATLOWPRICES. ^
BUY - SELL - TRADE
WELCOME WAGONrHAS OPENINGS . 
for hostesses; in .the - Brentwood-; ■ 
Central j Soohich' oredi Jf< you 
meeting people^ have the use of o cor ; 
ond o: flexible .this, portr ,
' tlmV job f^win .; S^^^poTdlng •' dhd*''
COGSWELL • Lloyd G. of Sidney 
passed away Nov. 26, Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. He wos 69., 
Survived by his wife Muriel, one 
daughter B.A. Christoff (Buddie), 
Shelow, Manitoba, and one grandson 
Tracy, and niece Mrs! Roberts 
Anderson, Fredericton, N.B. Privoto 
cremation, flowers gratefully 
declined. Donations may be mode to 
Solvation Army. Arrongements 
through Memorial Societv. 49
DOORS 1 B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES! 
Prehung Interior, $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung, $49; panelled doors, 
$39; deodbolt locks, $9.90; closet 
bifolds, $13.90. Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
information Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Marine Dr., Van­
couver, V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714. 1589 




9773 - 5th St.
_ 656-5541
rhe largest one aiop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula.- 
Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.








' JUST ME , 
'Owner Wilf Dorman gives, 
personal attention to all' 
orders. Phone 656-4754
mmmmn
LAW CENTRE —LEGAL AID CLINIC,'. 
Mondays, 1:45 to 4:30 p.'m.








See our stock of Wagon Wheels. 
DELL'S USED FURNITURE a 
ANTIQUE SALES 
2144A KealIng Cross Rd. 
652.2621
In the matter of the Estate; 
of Alice Madeline Clarke, 
i e l .v lll. OiaB^^oram -ano. iiaformerly , Of ;/ „ .:10275
^vo'nnn^' TeiephanS'<-592.3662 or Resthaven Drive, Sidney, 
— > British Columbia. NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SAMSCHAHALL
4
Admission 25 cents., 
RF^ERVATIONS
^::/ ::65t3082;':
THE BLUE ARMY REQUIRES a qualified 
electrician;'and dryvyaller tor fhe 
Sidney orea. Phone 385-7755. 50
;;viEW'" .
Sea and Island from this 4 
bdrm. home set on .48 acre 
lot. Separate dining room 
fniished bsmt. Guest 
cottage and' maids suite. 
Offered at $99,900.
Ben Richardson 656-6958
DOORS. B.C.’s lowest prices. Pre- 
hung interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
prohung, $49; panelled doors, $39: 
Deodboll lock, $9.90: closet bi-tolds, 
$13.90. Conodo’s largest selection. 
Write or phono tor further In-' 
formation: Walker Door, Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Marine Dr,, Von-' 
couvor, B.C. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714,1 
1589 Gordon Ave,, North Voncouver, j 
B.C.V7P3A5, *<,
ladies AND GENTLEMEN, pari and 
lull time help:needed in Sidney and-
Brentwood Area. ■ Earn obc e
average wages. Phone,478“9566 . 24-
',li'■-"'/■■■; ;/■■■■'":/: '" .■-
CHIMNEY FIRES EXTINGUISHED In- 
slantly CHIMFEX used from inside. 
Simple, sale, non-domaglng. Order 
now enclose $10.40, Pete's Chimney 
Service C-6, Schoolslle, R.R. #1, 100 
Mile House, B.C, V0K2E0. 49
QUIET STREET
Great family home in 
Sidney, 3 bedrooms with 
master ensuite, large kit­
chen, white brick fireplace 
in living room, double 
drive-in garage. Great 
shape with plenty of room 
for expansion down. Well 
landscaped. Listed $69,000, 
656-7117 656-5584
Bill Mosher
: / SEAVIEW; ' 
Unique .7 ac. property on 
Curteis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 




2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $79,000. 
Karel Drost 656-2427
WATEUl'UONTLOT 
Treed half acre lot with 90’ 
of waterfrontage. 
Sheltered. Good view. Near 
marina, airport and ferry.
INCORPORATE! 'SlOO PLUS FILINf, 
FEES, Incorporate yoursoll - lost • 
over Iho lolophono. Our forms and 
typing sorvicos are lowyor opprovbd 
Coll Soll-Counsol Sorvicos loll Iroo 
112.800-553-3035, Chorgox and 
i MostorcharS" pppr9Y9<^' ,47 11
FURNITURE REFINISHINO and anilquo 
roslorallon by musoum Iralnod 
prolotslonal. Call 383-4413 lor Iroo 
oslltnaloi, sollilacllon guaranlood 
50
HUTQg S MTS
1974 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 4 door, 
H.T„ P.B., P.S., Radio. Low mlloogo, 
Ideal fomlly cor, oxcollont condition, 
$28,000,556-2146, 49
45' FERRO CEMENT KETCH 
professionally comontod. Suzil 
Diesel, Excellent condition. Ready to 
soil. Asking $39,000. Valued $50,000. 
Serious persons only. Phono 748-2902 
betweon9p.m. ond9o,m. ‘>9
197B OMC SIERRA V. ton pc, 
outomotic, 18,000 miles, 477-0751, 49
the creditors rind others 
having claims against the 
estate of the above named 
deceased are hereby 
required to send them to 
Sydney Smith Penny, of 
#303-2050 White Birch 
Road, Sidney, British 
Columbia on or before the 
26th day of December, 
1979, after which date the 
executor will distribute the 
said estate atnong the 
parties entitled thereto, 
having a regard only to the 
1 claims of which they then 
have notice.
Crossword Courtesy 0f
7105 B. W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 652-3422
/‘Crossword Dictionaries Available’
33. Operatic solo 




41. Period of time
VAUXHALL VICTOR . tor soTo, 1959
while automatic, 39,000 miles, 2 
owners. ExcollonI porlormonco ond 
condition. 655-6961 ofter 6 p.m. 49




- / SELLING?? /
LIST WITH USt!





MODiRtTiuiiblN'o’MOO sq, l|. lol 
size 14593 s<l> It, lorilng C-'J (torn- 
meitinl) morlorn 3 liHrm. oponmenl 
Iridtideil, Ownwr will llnonte, Buy 
dlrecl. Phone Chllllv)iutk, 792.0391 
(uiuol tos.iriesy Iq cioenls), 49
SECLUDED 
HALFACRE 
New contemporary design, 
nestled among the trees, 
three bedrooms, timster 
ensuite, double drive-ln 
garngc, thermal windows, 
built-in dishwasher plus 














Dollori FIguros and Toby Jugs ofso 
iMIlllorla Swords, Bayonuls, Bndgits 
nn,IM6dnls. 3ll3.0405l 305-a9n. 10-tl
"used Color TV's lorCASH
COUllHO EVICTS
SAANICHTON "800" CLUB Chrlslmos 
Turkoy Cord Parly, Control Soonlch 
Lion's Holl. Koollng Friday DiK»mb«r 
7 • 0 p.m. Turkey Prizes, door prizes, 
rolreshmenis, Everybody welcome. 
49 _____
By his Solicitor 
MESSRS. HENLEY & 
ROBERTSON 
I Barristers ,& Solicitors 
12456 Beacon Avenue 








13. Female parent^’ Lung_
\i- Si"*"'' 43, Spr.)
15. Denial ac Corn
I7 Metdc
17. Little devil mnnc.im
19, Doctor (obbr.) meobure
21, Forest 
clearing








relative 1. Humorous 











(lAVKW LOT Dump Cova orna, qulol 
d*a,J,«nd slr««l, cloio tu schools und 
iloro, n*ar booch occosi, $33,750. 
555'33I7, 49
I WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE. 
7174 W«sl Soonlch (Id, Brentwood 
Boy, B.C, 553-3331; Buy - Sell -Trode, 
1 Now • used Hems, 37-lf
MEDITATION COURSE ilarllng 
Thursday, Doc, 13lh. 7.30 p.m. Sidney 
Elemonlory School - Porloblo 
Cluisrooni, Ollorod by Sri Chinmoy 
Medllollon Centre, FREE, 598-5943 
Inlotmollon.J?
0UB. 0PP0RTUHIT1S6
WANTIDl GOOD QUALITY ouk
1 dining room sulln, Pleose phone 555- 
7563. 49
ST. ANDREW'S morning group 
Chrlslmos Boke sol# ond coflee 
parly, Sol,. Due. I), lOiOO o.m. ■ 13 
noon. „4?
FOUR ACHES with good solid three 
btlrm, older home only couple blocks 
trom town limits ol Creiion. Good 
Irrvoslmeril <il $57,500, Box 898 
Creiion, fl.C. V09 UlO, Phone 438. 
9053, 49
pat bay LOIS
y, ocre loll, 1tiO'x9l5’ iwjw on sale. 
Mills Hnnd «l West Sonnlch Wood, City 
v/ni«r, Pnved roods, View of Pol Boy. 
Coll Hoy Demi'huk. Noolko Eeolly 
3(10-5a75, ImoIMBB. 47
FIFTY ACHES - YUKON 
WATBRFHONTi SS miles Windy Arm, 
Tiiglih Lokt. Asking $115,1)00, 
Gordon Dully, Cenluiy 31, Sllnger 
Kealiy L(d., 755 ttorih Pork Hityol, 
W»*r Vnncniiver, B.C, V7T IHO. 49 
oiimtilva
rrmth style twme in Sidney. Islerlor 
fmi nil shonnol siding with lull bilck 
chlinmry, Features tienlllolor fP,
'beoitied (oised celllngi ilnee 
Iwrirrvrmis, hnih end eniulie, closed 
gnrngei sHuoled iMI 0 deep lot with 
sewer ond wuieri seo glimpses. All 
thMoronly $1.2,900,555.4I51.:
CLOSE TO BEACH 
$57,000 
Aitrncilve four year oU 
home on Wlci street, Close 
to shopping and al 
amenities, Full high 
basement with room for 
devclopmcvit. Uving room 
with fireplace, dlnlnsi room 
eating area in kitchen, 
sundeok off klichcti. 
Fenced back yard with fruit 
trccn. ■ ■
'i' DARLENE FEDEHSEN' 
656*3924 656-1881
' MONTREAL TRUST
Mk. ron mt: mu mm
SAANICH ‘TaRENTS FOR FRENCH
Invito InlorosrerJ people to Ihoir 
regular meeting ol Ihe Ponororno 
LeisureCenlre, Dec,5 PI 8:00 p.nv 49
RETAIL LIGHTING STORE lor sale.
1 Located In enclosed Moll downtown 
Nonolmo, B.C, Principles only. Please 
apply Box 378, c/o Nnnolmo Times, 









9. A crown 
10, Comforts
12, Prefix, not 
18, Open 10all 











34. Make oinond', 
36 A chink 
37, Robbits 
39 Soapy water 





13 juveniles in connection 
with four separate incidents 
that have taken place over 
the last few weeks — all 
juveniles.
A 16-year-old Central 
Saanich youth has been 
charged with the break-in 
and theft of $600 at 
Brentwood Super Mart 
Nov. 9. He is also charged 
in connection with another 
break-in and four other 
thefts.
Central Saanich police 
have charged four juveniles 
with possession of stolen 
property and theft after an 
investigation uncovered a 
number of bicycles that had 
been reported stolen.
In another incident, four 
juveniles were again 
charged following the 
break-in and theft of some 
$4,000 in radio equipment.
A number of other juveniles 
were warned by police they 
could face possible charges 
as accessories as a result of 
observing and being in 
“close proximity to the 
crime.”
Finally, four more 
juveniles face charges of 
malicious damage and 
possession of . stolen 
property in connection with 
an incident with a stolen ; 
motorcycle.
In other Central Saanich 
police news, two bicycles 
valued at more than $200 
were reported stolen from a 
home on Chatwell Drive ; 
Dec. 1.
Police also charged a 
local, man with driving 
while having a blood
alcohol coritent of over .08 
after the man blew .37 and 
.34. Police said the driver 
“looked a little funny”^ 
when they pulled him over 
at 7:55 a.m.
Heavy rain created 
^problems/ /for-.; drivers. 
j I thiriughoiif; the peninsula 
■"Saturday, but was 
especially troublesome on
Keating Crossroad where 
three to four inches of 
water collected on the road 
as a result of a clogged 
drainpipe.
Three cars stalled in the
water, but flooding 
elsewhere was not as bad as 
some reports, police said.
On the Sidney/North 
Saanich police scene, 
RCMP report thieves broke 
into MacLeods store on 
Beacon Avenue sqmetime 
Friday night or Saturday 
morning.
They gained entry 
through the rear door and 
stole two shotguns and five 
boxes of shells.
Two Victoria men were 
charged with break and 
enter and theft following 
the break-in of cars at Van 









Finally, RCMP have 
issued a waniing to lltosc 
who insist on illegally 
parking in the 
Siifeway/liquor store area 
of Beacon Pliv/.a Mall.
AU oars will be ticketed 
due to a request from the 
file marshall to keep the 
area clear because it is a fire 








tl.fliu, modiirn, 300 
klicbani, clou lo 
Irumonclouz vl«w», 
lomlly, w«fikly and
Will DO TYFINO my (torn*, l#il«r», 
ilolMinant*, ropoiu, •1c,,
15 y»(ifi •xp*rl*nc«. Haw« I.B.M. 
5«l«clrlc. Phono A53-331B oll«r 3, 51 lOBT G rom
BARN A SECOND INCOME, l«arn 
Incorno lax propwollon Ml h«m«i For 
Iron hrncluin* writ# IJHR Tax School, 
1345 P*mblna HIghwoy, Winnipeg, 
Monllobo, R3C 1K7, No obligation, 49
monthly rol»i. For dolollzi 1150 
Dnvlo Slto*l, Vancouver, B C. V5E 
INI.Phnno585.1311, " ^ 49




AVAIlA'aii MID JANUARY, modorn
two hmironm homo on wnUtlronl 
iOulh nl Sidney. Rnnionohla rani In 
return lor above overoge car», Reply 
Box F, e.rp Sidney Review, 51
MOST PHASES nl gordonlng nnd 
lond'ir oping • nlio gorden tietign, 
Call Charln* Vaulrin, 656 1595 nllef 5 
1 jr.rn, 10 |l.
lOETi ladle* rlghl hand block I•a1b•r 
glovo on Beaton Avenue, Sidney, 
555-3853, 49
CHAINIAW Dl AIBRS, n#w or 
otIablUhed »erv|c* ond loll 7 model 
pro(«»ilonal quollly line 40 c.r:, lo 120 
c.c, Buck Haven, Bo* 3134, Troll, BX, 
Phone 357.9203 , 409
FOUNDt Oronge (emole Peiilan cal 
wilh while (leo collar, Found on 
Shorentreir Road, 555-35B3, 49
SUITE AVAIIABU JAN, I /BO. 3 room* 
plui lilIrlieneHe and txjlh. Adult* 
only . no pel*, S'735, Reference*
tegulred, __
IMAri™ONrROOM”rnFon"B#aro"n 
Avenue, *ullable (or imiill bu»lnei«, 
iloroge or wltnl have you, $175 plu* 
v(iilitle>.'.1fl3'4tJ30. 50
smrjiT’
GUTTERS RENEWED. Conllnuoul 
•erimle** olumlnurn gutter* and 
downplpe*, Olde couniry lrade*mon. 
4711 3798. 38 4
lOSTt Ola**e* In coie on Beacon 
Aventte, Nov. 25, Phone556-'Jtl57, 49
lOSTr Grey 
Puit,
cor. Answer* to nomtit 
49
IcTcATNORTiriHORE licensed (Uh
pfoc»*»or would like lo moke conlotl 
wlllt luhermen with catch Hr lell. 
Looking Inr permarrenl orrongemenl* 
ll lulloble lo twih cil Ul, Rondy 
Hlllhotne, Federated FUbmunger* 
Lid,, Phone9fl7 9913 (collec.l), 49
TOPPING AND FAIUNG . TRIES, 
Cleon up, (re# ft*llmni»*, Call SlIS- 
7471lt>llef6p.m,3Bn-750'7, ___39dl




3403 Detiran Avenue • prime 
retnri s(Hi(e (801) iq. H.) lor leaie. 
Pieieni tecnilon ol Sunilme Vre-hi 
lihop will he (jvollahle Jan. 7 when 
we move in u Intger ipoce. 555-2434
Of 655'.5330, ______________ _______ __^^49 „tXl'KKTwr^wTri^^^ HrSW euiTuiG 
weekly ngd msnihly. Furnliherl 
rtelurre bachelor opaiTmtnt* with 
kiicheneiiei, Beauillul Bren'iwtiod 
Bay, mold lervite, coble TV. WS-
1441, ' t»
Ocldher 1*1, 400 irp ll,, *e(cmrt door 
uhove Tanmia Dominion Bonk, 555- 
1141, 37-11
TYPING DONE IM MY HOME, 
iRernanoble rolui, Prompt tervice,
I leriert, iinlemwni*, monuicrlpli,1 elf, Plione Deliite* ol 553-35'Jr or 
; (,!134_549^^____3B H
IS a IS YEAR OLD OIRIS would like 
txihyillllng, fioanlchlon or Brerih 
W»od.553-4/4ll, 49
Will. BABYSIT In my houie, Soniburv 
School errefl. Phune Namy 555-7(134,
Mlllim IHSIRIIMIIIIIS
INCo’iPORATlj lirjo f llling lee*. 
W* prepore your Incorpaiallon 
poper* ovur ihe phone -• lci*1, for 
more Inlorrnoilon Call THE LAW 
SHOPPE ol JACK D. JAMIB, M.B A, 
UB, loll,free 119-B00-653 3035 (In 
Voncouver oreo coll WI7'3442),





eUER DREAMB-D TWElR VBRVoiWq ZT-RaoT' 
wooceel WHALER/
HANDYMAN. Smnll opplrmr**, 
leoky loucei*, broken cord end*, etc, 
No lob loo imoll. Fair price Otorge 
McConnell, 9013 Rmlliuven Drive, 
555 7570, l> SI
UIIDDOMINIofriiPRIGHT ook pinna 
excellent methonleni corrdlllon ond 
torre. Recently reworked. $1395, 
lann Copeinnd Mu*lc Cenlre.
4513. i
ProFelilertel MulU ln*lr«r«H»n •" 
• eraen, plene, (|uH«»
Orouei end Rtlwrle (ar ell el**. l“"W 
iCapelenil MmiIc Centre.
, , . Bi3-*m
DIVORCII $100 I' llllng lee*. We 
ptepnre your divorce paper * over Ihe 
(.'ll* F')'' inn''* lolnrmnllnn 
.call THE LAW SHOPPE t)l JACK D. 
JAMES, MBA, UB, lolMree 113 
BOO 553,3035 (IP Voprouvef or*o coll 
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SERVICE DIRECIORV


































Al) typoi of brick and block work, 
now llreplocot or rapolr your old 







•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 























Fence Posts, Digging, 50 





















Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 








“Big or small 
we will do them all”



















BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 

















REPAIRS, RE COVERING 
FREE ESTIMATES
G. Rousseu












10410 ALt BAY RD. 




Car S House openups
L8et&.lfcEL Phono 6S6.4211 ,
Steve’s 
Landscaping 
and Tractor Service 





















Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 









; who has o key to yeur deort 
Keys Missing?













































1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick ~ Tidy — Dfllclont
Roofers
BLUE ARMY





















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.








I Now specializing in j
■ finishing carpentry, ■ 
I cabinets and built-in.s, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 




Renovate and Save |
FR E ESTIMATES - 
Cull 656.4915 J
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
22.18 Harbour Rd. - Sidney 
656-7023
f©ESMM mSSCruiTir
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. .SIERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.




Govornmont certifiod technician 
with 35 years oKperionce in 





To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 

































One call does 
it (Ul.
385-7755
A & B BOAT TOPS

















































2492 BEACON AVE. 
PH.656.1194











W« buy olil und i«ll r»con. 
dlllonvd lownmowaiL, ole. Fra* 







Sciving Sidney, Central 
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PIANO TUNER REPAIRS 
~ H. WILLI AM.S™..
Ph. 652-5731
•PIANO TUNING
• RE-STRINC FELTING >
• ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• ADJUSTS VOICE HAMMERS
AC I ION A.SOU NUSUK VICE to 
PUBLIC-TEACHERS,
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. CLUBS & CHURCHES 
6950 W AI.LACL DR., BREN 1 WOtH) WA%
MOWfklWMwliMN*
AJAX HOME and 
OFl'lbE CLEANERS
Wlirdowl Flooft. Curptlt 





Al*» M««l(r<9, Wiil<Wiv*riifi»iei 
ibr«* void* ol Dorid or a'M*!.









D«al«r.(or .loruvii Rump*, 




WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE | 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT











24I2D Beacon Ave. 










COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




Marine. Auto fi Safety Gloss








' . LAUNDRY SERVICE
7 - I, ^ '■ 44^ 1 JTi .*■i-/:, R'rfli Vl l ir VJ.nPr:'.\A:v;‘
SIDNEY WELDING 
& FABRICATING
stool & Aluminum MIg VYeldIng, 






Everyone interested in gardening is being issued an 
invitation to join the Sidney and North Saanich Garden 
Club. This club has been in existence for a great many 
years, and this past spring, it began to show signs of its 
age, and collapsed.
Many people were distressed when this happened, and 
Les Moore took the initiative and made a long series of 
telephone calls to everyone who had, in the past, been 
interested, and to a lot more people who had shown 
interest but had never joined, and to everyone’s delight, 
the garden club made a miraculous recovery, with over 
50 people attending its first meeting.
Meetings are held on the third Monday of each month 
at 7:30 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall behind 
the Anglican church on 3rd Avenue. Next one is Dec. 
17.
All of you who hail from another part of the country 
would get a lot of local information regarding gardening 
on the peninsula, and also bits and pieces from local 
gardens, which are dways welcome, plus the op­
portunity to see a demonstration of tree pruning and 
rose pruning, etc.
One of the nicest things about the garden club is that 
it gives you a chance to meet others who share your 
interest in plants and growing things. Yearly mem­
bership is $3.50 for a single member or $5 for a couple, 
less than the cost of one trip to the movies. The club has 
elected its new executive so you need not fear that you 
will be called on to serve as secretary or president, or 
whatever, not for this year anyway!
One thing I neglected to mention when making 
suggestions for Ghristmas gifts for gardeners was the 
possibility of giving a book on the subject. The one with 
the most local information is what we refer to as the 
“Bible” — the Pacific Gardener—- and no one should 
be without a copy. There are those magnificent books 
put out by Time called The Time-Life Encyclopedia of 
Gardening^ and in separate volumes these books cover a 
wide variety of subjects; and are beautifully illustrated 
in color. ■
One of the books I find most usefuT is put out by 
Sunset, New Western Garden Book, and another I 
thoroughly enjoy is called The Wise Garden 
Encyclopedia, but for sheer beauty you would search a 
long time to find anything more lovely than Frances 
Perry’s Flowers of the World. The illustrations; are:!^l 
paintings by Leslie Greenwood, arid are breath-taking^—,
There are also magazirie subkiriptioris to The Organic i 
Gardener, Harrowsmith or Plants Alive that provide a 
year’s pure pleasure to a garden enthusiast.
- Those of yoii who have house plaritsfiriight take; ai 
close look at' each of' them, as there seem to be more ; 
than the usual number of spider-iriites happily taking 
nourishment from indoor plants right now.
My pride and j6y,;a handspirie ga:rdeniagiveri meiastv 
Christmas by“Himself” (proinpted by ; riumerous 
poorly veiled hints) begaii to look le^ and less contend ; 
moodily began to shed leaves, arid to make its frioblem; 
quite definite dropped every bud it possessed.
On close examination I found millions of tiny webs, a 
certain sign of spider-mites, and am now busily doc­
toring it with Safer’s soap. Several people have spoken 
to me about what appears to be mildew on the surface 
of the soil, although the plants appear to be in good 
health.v
As long as plants are happy 1 wouldn’t worry too 
much, although a light dusting of fungicide on the soil 
surface, might clear up the mildew, if that is, indeed; 
what it is. It could be an accumulation of fertilizer, and 
you might gently remove the top half inch of soil, and 
replace it with fresh.
It could also be a case of over-watering. One thing 
that bears watching is the amount of water you give 
your plants. Never leave a plant sitting in a dish of 
water.. . they say that a plant should have absorbed all 
the moisture it needs in half an hour, and the saucer 
should then be emptied.
Furnaces, Fireplaces, 
Duct work, Chimneys, 
Boilers, Oil Stoves. 
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WIDE SELECTION OF
Plus display of fine stained glass pieces
and
other Christmas gift ideas,
HANDS & EARTH POTTERY
Ruth & Lome Scott
8525 Bexley Terr. Sidney, 656*5377
SIDNEY 
POP SHOPPE
(bpfKiilie thk Ho*t OKicu) 
FAU BICOMING 





9786 - and Stroet
FAAKir aUrCMER SHOP
WE DO FREEZ-ER RACKS. FREEZER ORDERS
656-7535
Auto iCaro
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Over the years there have been many 
improvements in Funeral service and it is 
wise to choose McCall's. For dignified 
service, up-to-date facilities and long 
experience. One-level convenience, air- 
conditioned, ample convenient parking.
OPEN HOUSE 
AND TEA
FRI., DEC 7 ,
3 P.M. - 5 P.M.
• AAoet th© "Frioncis of th©
Library"
® Have some rofroshmonts
* Listen to AAodloval Christmas
Music
By seat of pants
Continued
B.C. Tel. channels another necessity for 
small commercial pilots, Gillespie said.
“Pilots and passengers should be able 
to phone out if they are in trouble, the 
same as on a ship.”
Right now, only one private plane is 
equipped with a Wolfesberg .
Gillespie also took the ministry of 
transport to task for its method of 
weather information for pilots. He said 
there are 39 manned lighthouses on the 
B.C. coast, “and we rely on them for 
aircraft weather flying conditions.”
But he says lighthouse operators don’t 
give out any information but marine 
weather because they are not paid to.
“That means we have to guess the 
ceiling when the marine weather is 
distributed when we call in.”
The use of instruments in foggy 
weather, is “almost useless,” Gillespie 
said. “You have to memorize the 
country if you are flying on an unclear 
day,” he said.
He said pilots rely far too much on 
instrument readings in their training and 
not enough on practical methods.
He advised the federal government 
that instead it should have com­
munications every 50 miles so pilots 
would be able to get information in­
stantly and thereby avoid hitting bad 
weather.
“If we could, speak with lighthouses 
beforehand, then we could swerve to
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avoid trouble spots; but lighthouses 
aren’t equipped with VHF radios.”
Another problem on the B.C. coast is 
fuel stations, said Gillespie. Small 
planes usually have to take off 
overloaded with fuel because there 
aren’t enough fuel stops.
He added that floats are not properly 
constructed or maintained and are most 
often “half-rotten, half-sunk, without 
any tie downs and with large fishing 
boats tied on either side.”
Gillespie has asked the federal 
aviation safety council to give 
preferential treatment to B.C. because 
its coast is like no other in the world.
“We have the worst flying weather in 
the world,” he said, “and the busiest 
float plane base at Campbell River.”
Logging and aviation go hand in hand 
ail along the west coast because loggers 
now want to leave the camps every 10 
days or so, Gillespie explained.
' With the increased traffic he would 
like to see logging camps equipped with 
a “T” wharf with two float plane berths 
that are properly maintained.
If aviation safety conditions remain 
the same there will only be more and 
more accidents Gillespie said.
“Right now any pilot flying from 
Port Hardy to the Queen Charolotte 
Islands is flying by the seat of his 
pants,” and will continue to do so until 









Young girl is fascinated with goings-on 
at Silver Threads Christmas Bazaar Friday 






skiing was in 1956. It’s just about to 
takeoff.
Figures from Tourism B.C. seem to 
bear him out. Manager of Winter 
Development, Eric Carswell said 
Monday the five million divers in North 
America spent $434 million in travel 
alone last year.
And.he-doesn’t have any doubts the 
diving promotion for winter tourism in 
B.C. will be a great success. He’ll make 
a personal trip in January to New 
Orleans where the Diving Equipment 
Mailufacturers’ Association DEMA is 
putting on a trade show-
Carswell will be handing out 
brochures from the Sidney Hotel,
; Victoria’s ; Empress7 Hotel, Beach 
Garden Resort — in fact I’ll: be giving 
Tbut; brochures for anyone! who has a 
diving package to offer, he said.
The provincial, government waS 
supporting the push for diving he; said, 
but indicated large scale advertising in 
the! media to promote it was a long way; 
;::ofEl!-;:,:!:;:':=:r
“We might put out a brochure, 
though”’ Carswell said. He’s also 
putting together a photo display to use 
in his booth at DEMA’s trade show;
Carswell said he first became aware of 
the tourism potential of scuba diving
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after Price, the Powell River resort 
owner, got in touch with him. “He told 
me he had as many divfe as he could 
handle and that other resort owners 
should realize he was turning people 
■■■away.”,!. ■
The great thing aboutUhe package is 
that a resort owner doesn’t require a 
large outlay to get it going, Carswell 
said. “All he needs is access to com­
pressed air, a qualified diving instructor, 
a boat, and a locker room, somewhere 
for divers to change.” ; !
Paquette is offering divers a $132 
package per person for two days and 
two nights. It includes; a slide presen­
tation, breakfast, lunch; pack, boat 
dives, shore dives, changing room with 
private lockers and; 'weekend ;eh- ‘
People will be able to walk from the 
hotel to the boat, he said.'‘ ,, \ i 
Paquette is a member of Dive B.C. 
Association, ;!a newly-fqfmed ^ 
organization. “ We wiantUb develop and 
expand the public’s awareness of the 
scuba diving industry,” he explained.
The association, also wants to expand! 
the tourist industry. P^uette - said 
touri.sm projection figure for 1992 
indicates it will be the number one in­
dustry in the world.
Les Moore, 8662 
Lcwellyn Road is thinking 
of getting rid of his wife. 
Recently, the couple picked 
some mushrooms which he 
identified in a book as 
edible.
“My wife fried, them for 
breakfast, 1 ate them — and 
I was ill for half-a-day. Bad 
enough to phone the 
doctor,” Moore said 
plaintively.
Moore maintains, 
though, it’s all his wife’s 
fault. “She should have 
tasted them first.”
He said two people living 
nearby on Dean Park Road 
picked the' same kind of 
mushroom — but not from 
the same place — and both 
were sick.”
• The ! moral? We thought
he’d say double check with 
the book but Moore insists, 
“Make the wife eat ‘em 
first.”













Mrs. Enid Lomas of Alex 
Road and Mrs. F.X. 
Richter of Meadowbrook 
Lane returned recently 
from a two-week holiday in 
Hawaii.
We've extended our hours to serve you
OPEH SATURDAYS 
9 A.M. TO 1 P.M. 
DECEMBER 8TH, 15TH & 22ND
SIDNEY GLASS LTD.
Also enjoying the 
Hawaiian sunshine were 
Bill and Jean Bridges of 
Kimpata Way who have 
just returned from a two- 
week holiday.
NEW LOCATION
10114 McOOMLD PARK JD.
(Across the Highway) 656-1313





We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantitie.s While Stock Lasts.. TleC. 5 r. 9, 1979.
Fresh Sliced
..i"
Grade ’A' Beef 999;:ib.!&;:;BEEF LIVER;..::.,....::, T-BONE STEAK
Mayfair or Jubilee
SLICED SIDE BACON .89*
Grade ’A’ Beef Loin
PORTERHOUSE STEiakM
Grade ’A’ Beef Boneless
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK 969lb.
Grade 'A’ Beef Loin
SIRLOIN STEAK 989. lb. £.
Maple Leaf Tray Pack
PORK SAUSAGE .,1"
Boneless Grade 'A’BARON OF BEEF. 2^3




She said it was not a matter of cost — 
which would amount to several 
thousand dollars for installation and a 
thousand dollars a month rental —• but 
“approval” of the cost.
When one parent suggested that any 
adjustment of the mill-rate to meet the 
expense would be minimal, Parrott 
poititcd out that school districts across 
the province had been under strong 
pressure front Pat McGecr to keep 
bttdgets down.
“McGecr threatened school districts 
with rererendums il’ wc didn’t keep 
inllation in cheek,” Parrott said. 
“Wheti wc used to have rererendums it 
sometimes took three or four votes to 
get a school built.”
Parrott reminded parents many local 
voters were elderly nnd had “forgotten” 
that someone else had paid for their 
education,
Continued from Page 1
In addition, Parrott .said, local 
residents would soon be bearing 75 per 
cent of the schools tax burden with only 
25 per cent coming from general 
revenues — an exact reversal of the 
McMath report recommendations.
When it became clear that in the 
absence of a portable classroom parents 
were opposed to children being bussed 
to Sidney elementary. Parrot suggested 
“cut-off” enrolment figures of 24 per 
class for Grades 1-2 and 25 per class for 
Grades 2-4 with 30 in Grade 5.
She said there was room for a further 
10 to 12 students in the school before 














12 oz. tin 79'
Raisin Bran
Kellogg’s











I fours: II a.m, *2 a,in. Mon.-Stii,
11 n.nv, - Mid. Xtiudjiv*!
I'orWmrvatlmw Beacon SS
6S6-SS96 Sirtntj- mnw
^■orllU'r Sidney Days 
Society chairman Gordon 
Armstrong resigned Dee, 1 
lollowinn il secret ballot on 
a lum-confldence motion 
against him,
A society executive 
mceiiiut licUl at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
elected Kiwanis 
icprescntalive Erie Hansen, 
EoitcM, .Sidney, as 
cliaifman. John Doyle, 
Glamorgan Road, remains 
viccpiesidciU,
Diicctor Art Gionsi also 
tendered his resignation to 
the meeting,
Doyle said Ilte executive 
will meet again Sunday at 
7;3() p.m, in the Pannrorr.a 
Leisure Centre “to get
orBarilzed,"
Still undecided the 
$1,211 deficit hanging over 
the society's Iscad, But it’s 
likely the Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce and the Saanich 
Peninsula and Gulf Islands 
Multicultural Society will 
come to the rc.scue and 
between them pay off the 
debts,
Currently, the 
multicultural society is 
wailing iut hs uccuumaiii 
to report how much it made 
on Oktoberfest, held In aid 
of Sidney Day*. And tlic 
chamber is waltluB to hear 
how much tbe society In­




What you nDud rioht 
now is n iiolpino hnnil,
’tf31
H« sure lu. Roi in touch 
wllh the Wiiloome Wngon 
luiftlen*, Hhe can help you 
get tu luiMW yiMH'KiJW coin 
















Nabob Sun Gold 
4 pouch carton
Pork and Beans
2/99*Libby’s 14 oz. tins
Canned Dog Food
Beef Stew, Beef Chunk or Meaty]




















2/89U.S. No. 1 CelloCAULIFIOWER
U.S. No. 1 '
GREEN PEPPERS lb 39*
